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ABSTRACT 
 
Rehabilitation is an effective way to preserve historic buildings. Rehabilitation 
gives new opportunity to a building through a new use, occupant and design. Therefore, 
the rehabilitation process inherently requires change, which can unfortunately lead to 
the alteration or loss of significant features and characteristics. Such features include 
finishes and fixtures, as well as the spatial configurations and relationships that 
contribute to the character of a building. The spatial organization of a building provides 
understanding and insight to the logic and meaning of a space, how it was designed, and 
how it was to be used and experienced. For this reason, it is important to maintain these 
types of relationships within a building, in order to understand and connect to the past 
through physical experience and engagement with the spatial character of a building. 
This thesis provides an analysis of six case study buildings before and after rehabilitation 
in order to understand how current rehabilitation practices preserve spatial 
character.  This analysis will be used to determine what types of spatial characteristics 
are retained, altered or lost during the rehabilitation process and how this contributes 
to the building’s overall spatial character. This information provides insight into how 
spatial characteristics are retained during the rehabilitation process. This study also 
provides recommendations that can be used to promote more awareness and 
consideration of spatial characteristics in design guidelines and standards which 
influence preservation treatments and practices.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Rehabilitation projects have become a commendable alternative used by 
preservationists, architects, developers and property owners to demolition and new 
construction for the built environment. In addition to preservation, restoration and 
reconstruction, rehabilitation is listed as one of the National Park Services’ four 
treatments of historic properties. These approaches have been developed to guide 
professionals and owners in the treatment of historic properties. The approaches are 
intended to appropriately and sensitively consider the significance, physical condition, 
proposed use, and interpretation of historic buildings. The rehabilitation treatment 
promotes creative design approaches, economic benefits, and sustainable use of an 
existing structure. While rehabilitation projects are effective in that they continue the 
use and life of a building, it is questionable whether many of the original spatial qualities 
and characteristics are damaged or lost during the rehabilitation process due to the 
nature of current practices and approaches. This is suggested by observations based on 
anecdotal evidence gathered while working on rehabilitation projects. It seems that 
most of the facade elements, details, and materials, which make up the exterior fabric 
of a building, are seldom modified or altered, while the interior spaces and 
characteristics are frequently changed or removed to accommodate the new function 
and user requirements. Currently the approach to preserving interior spaces occurs 
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through the retention of more tangible characteristics, such as architectural fixtures and 
finishes. Many projects involve significant reconfigurations by changing the 
arrangement of spaces, circulation patterns, and spatial proportions or relationships. 
The thoughtful process of designing the spatial composition of a building should be 
recognized and retained as much as possible in order to preserve the spatial historic 
character in addition to the tangible features and finishes. Maintaining original spatial 
qualities with our current methods and practices may be overlooked while 
implementing a new program and applying new functions to a space. However, a 
different approach that integrates the original spatial character with the new use could 
encourage innovative design strategies and creative solutions, resulting in a compelling 
spatial experience, which also maintains the historic integrity of the building’s spatial 
character.  
This thesis explores how current guidelines and principles in the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation provide protection of these spatial qualities and 
how these standards have been interpreted and applied in practice. An objective of this 
analysis is to understand how current rehabilitation treatments approach spatial 
characteristics. The results will provide insight to the priorities, intentions, and 
compromises during rehabilitation projects, and how this affects the spatial character. 
Analyzing different rehabilitation projects allows for the comparison of various 
approaches and will result in identifying what features are protected while others are 
altered or lost. 
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Rehabilitation Definition 
Rehabilitation is specifically defined by the National Park Service as “the process 
of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and 
additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural 
or architectural values.”1 Rehabilitation projects allow for continued use of buildings 
through alterations and modifications to accommodate new occupants, function, and 
program requirements. These changes may range from updating a few features to the 
total reconfiguration of a building.2  
 
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 
The Secretary of the Interior's Standards are established by the Department of 
the Interior and National Park Service for each historic property treatment 
(preservation, restoration, reconstruction, rehabilitation). The Standards establish the 
best practices for each type of treatment. The Standards are also used to prevent 
irreversible damage that can be caused by using improper treatments that could 
potentially threaten a historic building’s integrity, significance, and character. The 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation are a set of principles that are 
                                                
1 “Rehabilitation as a Treatment,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical 
Preservation Services, accessed September 2016, https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-
treatments/treatment-rehabilitation.htm. 
2 H. Ward Jandl, “Rehabilitating Interiors in Historic Buildings: Identifying and Preserving Character 
Defining Elements,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation 
Services, October 1988, accessed September 2016, https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/18-
rehabilitating-interiors.htm. 
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intended to “assist the long-term preservation of a property’s significance through the 
preservation of historic materials and features.”3  The Standards encourage methods 
that can be applied to any historic building type, and consider a wide variety of 
materials, features and uses.4 The Standards refer to the building’s exterior and interior 
features, as well as to the site.5 The Standards help to determine if the work performed 
on a historic property is appropriate in respect to the building’s integrity, significance 
and character. A building's historic integrity is described by the National Park Service as 
the “authenticity of a property's historic identity, evidenced by the survival of physical 
characteristics that existed during the property's prehistoric or historic period.”6 A 
building’s significance is defined as the “importance of a property to the history, 
architecture, archeology, engineering, or culture of a community, a state, or the 
nation.”7 A building’s character is more difficult to determine, but the National Park 
Service does identify specific defining features that contribute to a building's character. 
These characteristics are defined and discussed more thoroughly in the following 
                                                
3 W. Brown Morton, Gary L. Hume, Kay D. Weeks, and H. Ward Jandl, “The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation and Illustrated Guidelines for Applying the Standards,” U.S. Department of 
the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, 1992, accessed September 2016, 
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/stand.htm. 
4 “Rehabilitation as a Treatment,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical 
Preservation Services, accessed September 2016, https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-
treatments/treatment-rehabilitation.htm. 
5  W. Brown Morton, Gary L. Hume, Kay D. Weeks, and H. Ward Jandl, “The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation and Illustrated Guidelines for Applying the Standards,” U.S. Department of 
the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, 1992, accessed September 2016, 
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/stand.htm. 
6 “National Register Bulletin: How to Complete the National Register Registration Form,” U.S. Department 
of the Interior, National Park Service, 1997, accessed September 2016, 
https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb16a/. 
7 Ibid. 
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section. The Standards emphasize the preservation of the historic character and 
discourage treatments that may damage or compromise defining characteristics of a 
building. The Standards serve as a guide for professionals and owners of historic 
properties for decision making throughout the rehabilitation process in order to 
preserve historic fabric and to avoid the loss of integrity. The building's integrity, 
significance and character are important during the treatment of historic properties 
because of their potential to yield information regarding past traditions, techniques and 
experiences, as well as convey cultural and social meaning through the physical 
manifestation of ideals and values.  
Of the ten standards presented by the Secretary of the Interior, the specific 
standards that apply to spatial character are primarily standards 1 and 2. Both standard 
1 and 2 are concerned with the preservation of historic character through selected 
treatments during rehabilitation projects. Standard 1 of the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation states that “a property shall be used for its historic use or 
be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of 
the building and its site and environment.”8 As explained by the National Park Service, in 
some cases continuing the historic use of a building requires minimal change to the 
property, but in some instances the changes required to continue the historic use and 
                                                
8 “Planning Successful Rehabilitation Projects - Continued Historic Use and Standard 1,” U.S. Department 
of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, accessed January 2017, 
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/successful-rehab/continued-historic-
use.htm. 
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meet modern needs could require more substantial changes. In this later case, adapting 
the building to a new use could necessitate fewer changes.9 In either instance of 
continued use or new use, standard 1 requires that however a property is to be used, 
there should be minimal changes to the historic character. The National Park Service 
states that the historic use is closely related to the historic character and significance, 
and reflected in aspects such as the design, features, spaces, and materials of the 
property.10 This list encompasses aspects of a building which require consideration 
during the rehabilitation process in order to comply with standard 1. It is noted that 
when there are changes required in rehabilitation projects, that they can be 
accommodated when sensitively planned and executed, while being consistent with the 
building’s historic character.11         
Standard 2 is closely related to standard 1. It states that “the historic character 
of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or 
alterations of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided”.12 
Standard 2 specifies that the removal or alteration of materials, features, and spaces 
characteristic to the property shall be avoided, this requires the identification of 
                                                
9 “Planning Successful Rehabilitation Projects - Continued Historic Use and Standard 1,” U.S. Department 
of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, accessed January 2017, 
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/successful-rehab/continued-historic-
use.htm. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 “Planning Successful Rehabilitation Projects -Features, and Materials in Highly Deteriorated Condition 
and Standard 2,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, 
accessed January 2016, https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/successful-
rehab/interiors-highly-deteriorated.htm. 
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character defining features during the rehabilitation process. Characteristic features 
vary between specific building type and use, examples include the floorplan, 
arrangement of spaces, and applied finishes.  Characteristics like these are recognized as 
contributing features that convey the building’s history and significance.13 Tangible as 
well as intangible features appear on this list. 
The National Park Service provides recommendations on how to apply the 
standards in practice through published preservation briefs, guidelines, and 
preservation services. This information provided by the National Park Service addresses 
a variety of treatments, building types, materials, finishes and features that could 
potentially be encountered during the rehabilitation process. The National Park Service 
has published numerous preservation briefs that focus on topics ranging from 
“removing graffiti on historic masonry” to “improving energy efficiency in historic 
buildings.”14 The specific briefs that provide guidance for interior rehabilitation 
treatments with respect to historic character and character defining features are 
Preservation Brief 17, titled “Architectural Character - Identifying the Visual Aspects of 
Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving their Character” and Preservation Brief 18, 
                                                
13H. Ward Jandl, “Rehabilitating Interiors in Historic Buildings: Identifying and Preserving Character 
Defining Elements,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation 
Services, October 1988, accessed September 2016, https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/18-
rehabilitating-interiors.htm. 
14“Preservation Briefs,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation 
Services, accessed September 2016, https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs.htm. 
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“Rehabilitating Interiors in Historic Buildings - Identifying Character-Defining 
Elements.”15 
 
Spatial Character Definition 
 This thesis often refers to spatial character and characteristics. The term spatial 
is defined as “relating to, occupying, or having the character of space.”16 The National 
Park Service refers to character as “visual aspects and physical features that comprise 
the appearance of every historic building.”17 Using these definitions suggests that spatial 
character is the quality of a space created by the various visual and physical features. 
The National Park Service identifies these specific visual and physical features, known as 
character defining features, which are further discussed in the following section. 
 
Character Defining Features 
The National Park Service identifies specific elements that contribute to the 
character of a building. These characteristics range from the overall shape, its materials, 
craftsmanship, decorative details, interior spaces, and architectural features as well as 
                                                
15 “Preservation Briefs,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation 
Services, accessed September 2016, https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs.htm. 
16 Merriam-Webster, 11th ed., s.v. “spatial,” accessed February 2017,  
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/spatial. 
17Lee H. Nelson, “Architectural Character - Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid to 
Preserving Their Character,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation 
Services, September 1988, accessed September 2016, https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-
preserve/briefs/17-architectural-character.htm. 
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the various aspects of its site and environment.18 In order to successfully preserve these 
defining features they must be identified. If these elements are not recognized or 
considered they could be damaged or lost in the process of change.19  The National Park 
Service uses preservation briefs to outline how to properly identify these features in a 
building and how to avoid damaging them. The National Park Service divides these 
characteristic features into three categories: the overall visual aspects, defined by the 
building’s shape, openings, projections and setting; the visual character at close range, 
which is determined by looking at the materials and craft details employed in a building; 
and finally, the character of interior spaces, features and finishes. This last category will 
be the focus of this study, and will be used as the foundation to evaluate the retention 
of spatial characteristics. The character of the building will be assessed using a set of 
contributing spatial elements. 
 
Spatial Elements 
To understand and analyze the selected projects, specific elements that 
contribute to the spatial character will be evaluated within each building. These 
architectural elements have been chosen to identify the similarities and differences 
between before and after rehabilitation’s spatial character. These elements are listed 
                                                
18 Lee H. Nelson, “Architectural Character - Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as 
an Aid to Preserving Their Character,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 
Technical Preservation Services, September 1988, accessed September 2016, 
https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/17-architectural-character.htm. 
19 Ibid. 
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and defined in order to provide an understanding of how they will be used for 
evaluating the selected projects.  
 
Area Division: The defined form of a space, the extent or range of space.20 The area 
division is how the area is organized to make up the entire area of building. In the 
analysis the area division will be shown by abstract forms used to represent different 
spaces with the individual area values to display how the area of the building is broken 
up between the spaces. This will show how much or how little the building is divided 
into fewer bigger spaces, or more small spaces. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Axis: A relationship across a space, used to relate different parts and align objects or 
spaces. An axis can be physical or conceptual that connects, organizes and orients.21 
Axes are designed to position ourselves and make alliance with things, buildings or 
                                                
20 Merriam-Webster, 11th ed., s.v. “area,” accessed February 2017, https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/area. 
21James F. Eckler, Language of Space and Form: Generative Terms for Architecture (Hoboken, N.J: Wiley, 
2012), 78. 
Figure 1.1: Example of Area Division Diagram 
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spaces.22 The axis will be evaluated in each project according to how the spaces are 
arranged and oriented. The axis will be depicted graphically in the analysis using 
horizontal or vertical lines to communicate the primary alignment and orientation 
throughout the building. In some cases, more than one axis exists, therefore multiple 
lines are drawn to represent the multiple axes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Path (Circulation): Used to link or connect one space to another. Paths are experiential 
events, transitions from one environment to the next.23 A path controls the experience 
of movement.  The circulation pattern of a building represents the path, and the 
connection to different spaces. The circulation pattern will be displayed graphically 
using a continuous line that illustrates how movement takes place within the building. 
This will identify designated circulation spaces and help differentiate the areas of 
movement from the static spaces. 
 
                                                
22 Donlyn Lyndon and Charles W. Moore,Chambers for A Memory Palace (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 
1996), 5. 
23 Eckler, Language of Space and Form, 192. 
Figure 1.2: Example of Axis Diagram Figure 1.3: Example of Axis Diagram with Multiple Axes 
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Figure 1.4: Example of Circulation Diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hierarchy: A system by which the importance of elements is represented. Hierarchy 
illustrates design intent, development and relationships.24  This study will evaluate 
hierarchy based on importance or significance of a space related to the building as a 
whole. The hierarchy system will be represented graphically in the analysis using varying 
shades of color. The darkest color represents the more significant spaces like entryways, 
assembly halls, and theater auditoriums, while the lightest color represents the more 
service-like spaces such as storage or mechanical rooms.  
 
     
 
 
 
                                                
24 Eckler, Language of Space and Form, 98. 
Figure 1.5: Examples of Hierarchy Diagrams 
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Sequence: An ordered series, a succession of spaces. Sequence provides the 
organization in which spaces are encountered. Sequence relates spaces and elements 
that communicate an experience.25 The sequence will be evaluated in the analysis based 
on the order in which the spaces are encountered by the building’s users. The sequence 
will be graphically represented using a continuous line to communicate the order in 
which the spaces of the building are encountered. When the line is terminated in the 
sequence path this denotes a destination point, where occupants tend to dwell longer 
than in other spaces. When there is a break in the path this denotes vertical circulation 
such as stairs or elevators.  
 
 
 
 
 
Why Preserve Spatial Character?  
Preserving and retaining spatial character in our buildings is important to the 
way the space is interpreted and understood in relation to larger themes of social and 
cultural values and meaning. As author Simon Unwin tells us, “the way people organize 
their places is related to their beliefs, aspirations, their world view; as world views vary, 
                                                
25 Eckler, Language of Space and Form, 98. 
Figure 1.6: Example of Sequence Diagram 
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so does architecture: at the personal, social and cultural level.”26 How a space is 
arranged reflects the patterns of how we inhabit a place. Traditions and ideals govern 
the way spaces are organized, this is important to our connection to cultural values that 
reflect the past. These physical arrangements and gestures suggest a sense of time and 
place, and if these spaces are damaged or lost than a building’s existing context and 
meaning are compromised. “...Reusing buildings helps retain a sense of social identity, 
community, and connectedness to a place that has been increasingly absent in the 
commoditized built landscape” as author Robert Young explains.27 Therefore, the 
structure and form of spaces is a direct expression of how we live and identify with our 
surroundings. Architecture has been defined by Unwin as “the conceptual organization 
of its parts into a whole, its intellectual structure.”28 This definition implies that creating 
architecture, in no small part due to the spatial composition, is a thoughtful process that 
requires understanding and awareness of how we interact and engage with physical 
spaces. The concepts proposed by this interpretation can be applied to a wide variety of 
examples, from simple, modest vernacular structures, to grand, formal, ornate 
buildings.  
This analysis brings awareness to designers, developers, preservationists and the 
public that the careful process of designing spatial conditions and composition should 
                                                
26 Simon Unwin, Analysing Architecture (London; New York: Routledge, 2009), 32. 
27Robert A. Young, Stewardship of the Built Environment: Sustainability, Preservation and Reuse 
(Washington D.C.: Island Press, 2012), 11. 
28 Unwin, Analysing Architecture, 27. 
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be consciously considered during rehabilitation projects. The way that designers have 
created these spatial qualities for the experience of the user has changed over time as 
well as the interpretations and ideas behind them, which is why the character of these 
spaces should be recognized and preserved during the rehabilitation process. Spatial 
character should be treated similar to the way a historic finish or feature would be 
treated. What can be learned from this analysis is that our current processes and 
approaches to rehabilitation treatments may need to be amended in order to preserve 
spatial qualities to protect the significance, integrity and character of historic buildings.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
In order to evaluate current rehabilitation approaches with respect to spatial 
character, this review presents a survey of literature on the different strategies of 
rehabilitation. Current rehabilitation philosophies and practices are presented in this 
chapter. This comprehensive understanding of approaches and ideologies addresses 
rehabilitation in both the architectural and preservation fields. This is important for this 
study in that it provides a foundation in order to understand how rehabilitation has 
been developed and understood across disciplines, and by different professions 
involved with the process. In addition, the subject of spatial composition is addressed to 
provide an understanding of how spatial features contribute to the character of a 
building. The literature review presents ideas of architectural order and composition 
that create a sense and time and place. These concepts are used to understand the 
relationship between the physical form of the built environment and social values and 
ideals. This assessment will serve as a foundation to understand the greater intellectual 
motives and patterns that are expressed in architecture. This literature identifies the 
concepts and terms used to create spatial character, the types of spaces that contribute 
to experiences, and features that communicate a sense of time and place. An 
understanding of these concepts and how they have been used and understood over 
17 
 
time by designers and theorists is significant to the argument that our spatial conditions 
should be retained and preserved. 
 
Rehabilitation: Theory + Approach 
Found throughout the literature related to rehabilitation are several themes and 
principles. The approaches of rehabilitation have been developed from three main 
foundations. The first approach is based on rehabilitation as the result of deconstruction 
and demolition due to planning policies and lack of regulations regarding existing 
buildings. This led writers such as Sherban Cantacuzino, Derek Latham and David 
Woodcock to respond to the issue by suggesting the revitalization of urban centers 
through existing buildings and infrastructure using a systematic and formulated 
approach. The second approach relates rehabilitation to the discipline of sustainability. 
This type of literature provides analysis that suggests rehabilitation is a sustainable 
alternative to other methods of construction. Rehabilitation has the potential to reduce 
energy consumption and material waste, while providing other benefits to the 
environment. Writer Robert A. Young is among those who argue that rehabilitation is 
not only a way to respect the past, but can be utilized to help resolve current 
environmental concerns. Finally, the last approach views rehabilitation as a preservation 
strategy. In this approach, rehabilitation is applied as a treatment to an existing building, 
in order to protect it from obsolescence or demolition, and retain its historic 
significance. This approach differs from the previously mentioned as it focuses primarily 
18 
 
on the preservation of architectural fabric, character, and significance in rehabilitation 
projects, and not on broader themes or movements, such as revitalization and 
sustainability. The preservation approach includes literature that discusses how to 
complete successful rehabilitation projects from a preservation standpoint. Writers like 
Stanley Rabun and Richard Kelso use their professional experience to provide insight to 
how proper rehabilitation treatments should be carried out when preservation is a 
primary concern. Writer Judith Reynolds discusses what factors lead to the loss of 
historic fabric during rehabilitation projects and what can be done to prevent this 
through preservation ordinances. Much of the existing literature uses the term 
“adaptive reuse” to refer to rehabilitation, therefore the terms have been used 
interchangeably throughout the following sections based on the term used by the 
authors being discussed. 
 
Rehabilitation: Urban Renewal 
As acknowledged by author Sherban Cantacuzino, the process of adapting 
buildings for new or different functions has been occurring for generations, enabling a 
sense of continuity and stability amongst our communities.29  In the past, the adaption 
of buildings was more directly influenced by the need for a new function or financial 
circumstances compared to the more socially and culturally driven efforts seen today.30 
                                                
29Sherban Cantacuzino, New Uses for Old Buildings (London: Architectural Press, 1975), 12.  
30Ibid. 
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Although reuse has been practiced throughout history, Cantacuzino points out that 
there have been phases of development that led to demolition and new construction. 
Cantacuzino believes the departure of industrial and commercial activities from cities to 
suburban and rural areas prompted the demolition of older buildings, which were 
considered obsolete.  
Similar to Cantacuzino, Derek Latham’s Creative Re-Use of Buildings, suggests 
that “slum clearance, new housing developments, and faceless office blocks” were 
responsible for the demolition of older buildings as a result of poor planning policies, 
and lack of legislation that regulated such actions.31 The policies in place that led to the 
destruction of the built environment were promoted by government authorities, 
architects and planners while attention was focused on suburban sprawl and 
decentralization of our urban centers.32 David G. Woodcock agrees with both 
Cantacuzino and Latham, that through the destruction of urban centers, the creation of 
“urban wastelands” yielded less habitable, humane and socially unacceptable 
environments. Woodcock explains that “new is not necessarily better” and the value 
and significance of our existing buildings must be considered. 
Latham identifies the birth of the conservation movement as associated with the 
shift in ideology between the 1960’s and the 1970’s. The movement was defined by the 
establishment of legislation, standards, organizations and the emergence of disciplines 
                                                
31Derek Latham, Creative Reuse of Buildings: Volume One (London: Routledge, 2000), 3. 
32Ibid, 4. 
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within preservation and conservation. He believes that this shift was prompted by more 
progressive government officials along with skilled professionals responding to the issue 
of quality of life within the built environment. Slum clearance, new housing schemes in 
the suburbs and high-density developments were abandoned and attention was 
directed towards renewal and improvement.33 Cantacuzino suggests that the repeated 
loss of familiar landmarks as a result of early planning policies and the low quality of 
new buildings encouraged the conversion and protection of our older buildings.34 
Cantacuzino states that the last twenty years has seen a rise in the designation of 
conservation areas, legislation and policy that supports this movement. Cantacuzino, 
along with others in the field, believes that this process requires collaboration between 
many professionals such as designers, developers, planners, government officials and 
owners in order to truly achieve a balance between conservation and development. 
In Cantacuzino’s Re-Architecture: Old Buildings New Uses, he identifies a 
systematic approach to adaptive reuse. He separates buildings according to types, such 
as private, public, commercial, industrial, ecclesiastical, and rural. Based on what type of 
building is being adapted a different process may be applied to properly address specific 
features and configurations. Latham advocates for an approach to adaptive reuse that 
instead of specific building types receiving different treatments, as Cantacuzino 
proposes, established principles and practices that may be applied to a variety of 
                                                
33 Latham, Creative Reuse of Buildings, 4. 
34Sherban Cantacuzino, Re/Architecture: Old Buildings/New Uses (New York: Abbeville Press,1989), 21. 
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buildings. Latham provides a strategy for reuse that involves various steps to accomplish 
a successful project. His steps are as follows, 1) Understanding the Building 2) 
Understanding the User’s Requirements 3) Enhancing the Value of a Property 4) 
Working with the Building 5) Presenting the Project 6) Techniques - Materials and 
Craftsmanship 7) Implementation.35 Such a system provides the framework that allows 
for innovative solutions for varying conditions and cases during the reuse process.  
Woodcock in Adaptive Reuse: Issues and Case Studies in Building Preservation, 
emphasizes the importance of awareness and recognition of the value of our existing 
buildings. As a result, Woodcock structures an approach that uses this knowledge and 
understanding in the process of reuse so that “as a society, we may shape buildings to 
our benefit.”36 He applies the concept of adaptive reuse broadly as it relates to the 
revitalization of urban centers, neighborhoods and surrounding environments. 
 
Rehabilitation: Sustainability 
Writers such as Robert A. Young and Jean Carroon, as well as many others, agree 
that reusing a building is the ultimate form of recycling. This concept has prompted 
changes in the building industry in an effort to resolve pressing environmental issues. 
Building reuse has the potential to decrease the long-term extraction and depletion of 
natural resources, reduce energy consumption used in demolition and the creation of 
                                                
35 Latham, Creative Reuse of Buildings, 4. 
36 Forrester, Alan R., W. Cecil Steward, and David G. Woodcock, eds., Adaptive Reuse: Issues and Case 
Studies in Building Preservation (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1988), 11.  
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new replacement buildings, and reduce the creation of sprawl and suburban 
expansion.37 In Young’s Stewardship of the Built Environment: Sustainability, 
Preservation and Reuse the social, economic and environmental benefits of building 
preservation and reuse are outlined with guiding principles in order to create a 
symbiotic relationship between the natural and built environment. According to Young, 
stewardship of the built environment recognizes that preservation, rehabilitation, and 
reuse of existing older and historic buildings “contributes to sustainable design; respects 
the past, present and future users of the built environment; and balances the needs of 
contemporary society and its impact on the built environment with the ultimate effects 
on the natural environment.”38 This statement suggests, according to Young, that 
preservation and reuse can be utilized to create a more a sustainable environment. 
Young states that a more holistic view of the impact of reusing buildings has prompted 
efforts “to understand how existing buildings “can go beyond the singular premise of 
energy efficiency and continue to contribute to the overall sustainability of the built 
environment.”39 
Curtin University’s Peter Bullen and Peter Love have performed research based 
on the environmental factors of adaptive reuse that influence the building industry. 
Bullen and Love suggest that the widespread attention and adoption of reuse strategies 
is a result of environmental and economic pressures as opposed to the political 
                                                
37 Young, Stewardship of the Built Environment, 2. 
38Ibid,3. 
39Ibid, 2. 
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conditions that have been identified by Cantacuzino, Latham, and Woodcock in the 
previous section. They suggest that reuse is a more frequently considered alternative to 
demolition and new construction with the rise of sustainability and environmental 
concerns. Bullen and Love state that reuse “reaps the benefit of the embodied energy 
and quality of the original building in a sustainable manner” as well as decrease 
material, transport and energy consumption.40 Based on these factors Bullen and Love 
believe adaptive reuse will make significant contributions to the sustainability 
movement. Their research examines if reuse is an appropriate and realistic strategy for 
meeting the demands and changing needs of developers, building occupants, and 
owners.41 These demands often change and require costly renovations that may not be 
easily integrated with the existing building. The study acknowledges the reluctance of 
some developers and owners to choose reuse over new construction due to the 
perception of increased maintenance costs, building regulations and risk or uncertainty 
that comes with an older building.42 This perception according to Bullen and Love has 
led to premature demolition in favor of building new. Bullen and Love address these 
concerns in order to create a balanced view for adaptive reuse as a building strategy 
that can be compared to other alternatives, as it has the potential to improve building 
performance using sustainable principles.  
                                                
40 Peter A. Bullen and Peter E.D. Love, “Factors Influencing the Adaptive Reuse of Buildings,” Journal of 
Engineering, Design and Technology. 9, no. 1 (2011), 32, accessed September 23, 2016. 
41 Ibid, 32. 
42 Ibid, 33. 
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Rehabilitation: Preservation 
J.Stanley Rabun and Richard Kelso in Building Evaluation for Adaptive Reuse and 
Preservation choose not to discuss the conditions that led to the adaptive reuse 
movement but instead focus on the physical process of preparing a building for a new 
use as a preservation strategy. Demonstrated in this work is the need to consider each 
of the specific building systems carefully in order to alter them according to the new 
function of the building while maintaining the original integrity of the structure. Each 
chapter of the book discusses a different system, such as electrical, mechanical, 
plumbing, accessibility and fire codes. Rabun and Kelso provide information regarding 
each system to appropriately assess how they can be suitable for reuse projects from a 
preservation standpoint. This approach presents the opportunity to understand reuse in 
practice, and the types of alterations that occur to accommodate a new use. Rabun and 
Kelso identify the realities of reuse projects that are frequently encountered in practice 
that other literature avoids by providing general concepts and principles that are not 
specific to the physical construction but rather guide decision making intended for 
larger overall themes. Examples of the types of considerations encountered in practice 
mentioned by Rabun and Kelso range from the selection of new mechanical systems to 
addressing deteriorating building fabric. Although these types of considerations vary in 
scale and concern between each project, Rabun and Kelso emphasize the importance of 
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conforming with the character and integrity of the building when selecting the proper 
treatment throughout the rehabilitation process.   
Similar to Rabun and Kelso’s work, David Kincaid’s Adapting Buildings for 
Changing Uses: Guidelines of Change of Use Refurbishment aims to identify the specific 
factors involved during the reuse process that can lead to successful projects. In his 
work, Kincaid proposes that most buildings are suitable for adaptation to most uses. In 
these findings, Kincaid suggests that the space needed for a variety of human activities 
is not necessarily limited by building configurations, shape or structure and that few 
modifications may be needed in order to sufficiently reuse a building.43 This book 
analyzes locational and physical characteristics in a systematic approach that affects the 
implementation and application of a new use. Kincaid offers a thorough investigation for 
specific types of uses and how they can be compatible with the existing building by 
evaluating the physical features of each space. Included in his analysis are different 
physical attributes divided into the site, space and fabric and structure of a building. 
According to these features potential changes and alterations are assessed in order to 
achieve a successful balance between the demands of the new use and the existing 
building.  
Sharon Park in Respecting Significance and Integrity: Approaches to 
Rehabilitation emphasizes that rehabilitation used as a preservation strategy should be 
                                                
43 David Kincaid, Adapting Buildings for Changing Uses: Guidelines for Change of Use Refurbishment (New 
York: Spon Press,2002), 1. 
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approached as a way to balance the new function with the original building. Park 
discusses the importance of compatible design between the original building and the 
new use. This approach suggests a way to both respect the original character and 
features of the building as well as providing creative solutions to integrate a new 
program. Park identifies a system that allows such a process to occur. According to Park, 
the rehabilitation process should begin with research and analysis of existing conditions, 
which allows the project to sensitively maintain the original features, while responding 
to the new requirements. Following research, the rehabilitation project should comply 
with the original intent, or idea but create a new identity to avoid imitation. Using a 
similar process as Park outlines in her article may help preserve the often overlooked or 
damaged original features that contribute to a building’s historic significance, 
authenticity, integrity and character. In addition to Park, other writers and literature 
commonly acknowledge the need to preserve older buildings in order to make 
relationships to past social and cultural values as well as construction techniques and 
architectural trends. While this is recognized, a minimal amount of literature provides 
enough information to successfully identify what features contribute to the significance 
and integrity of a building, or a way to identify the idea or intent behind the original 
design. Due to the vagueness of such an approach or lack of research or analysis as 
suggested by Park, many characteristics may be damaged or lost because of their value 
being overlooked. 
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Judith Reynolds in Historic Properties: Preservation and the Valuation Process 
states that “over time, the vison of the architect or the first owner of a property is lost 
or forgotten, and subsequent owners inevitably make changes that they believe are 
improvements, but are, in reality, compromises and degradations of the architecture. 
These compromises may at first be minor, but subsequent changes build on them and, 
eventually, the character of the building is lost.”44 Reynolds states these changes are 
made based on various factors including modernization, the economy, convenience, and 
the need for more space. As a solution, Reynolds suggests using historic preservation 
easements to protect the building’s character and prevent demolition or harmful 
changes. She explains that the objective of historic preservation easements is to 
preserve architectural integrity.45 Reynolds explains that historic preservation 
easements can require the retention of room arrangements, ceiling heights, wood-work, 
flooring, lighting fixtures, and other architectural features.46 Therefore, historic 
preservation easements can be used to protect both spatial and decorative architectural 
features that contribute to the overall integrity and significance of the building.  
 
 
 
                                                
44 Judith Reynolds, Historic Properties: Preservation and the Valuation Process (Chicago: Appraisal 
Institute, 2006), 135. 
45 Ibid, 136.  
46 Ibid,140 
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Spatial Composition + Character  
 Understanding spatial composition and spatial character as a conceptual design 
strategy is necessary in order to analyze how rehabilitation projects preserve or alter 
such features. The literature used to discuss composition and character is mostly 
considered within the architectural theory discipline. Many writers in this field express 
the need for creating an experience, or sense of place and time for the user, which is 
accomplished by articulating intellectual ideas that manifest as physical architectural 
forms, that embody our traditions and social values. The tools and strategies developed 
to construct spatially designed spaces are provided by many architectural theories and 
movements. Found in this literature are the design concepts and features that 
contribute to spatial character in the built environment.  
 For writers and theorists like as Simon Unwin, Donlyn Lyndon, and Charles 
Moore, architecture is directly related to the way we live, and the things we do. A space 
is perceived in terms of how it relates to use, occupation and meaning.47 Simon Unwin 
in Analysing Architecture identifies a place as established by the configuration of 
“architectural elements that seems to accommodate, or offer the possibility of 
accommodation to a person, an object, an activity, a mood, a spirit…”48 This definition 
gives insight to how our spaces are thoughtfully constructed and the ideas behind them. 
Spatial arrangements and configurations are composed based on the designer’s 
                                                
47 Unwin, Analysing Architecture, 173.  
48 Ibid, 27. 
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intended engagement and interaction with a particular space. Unwin suggests that this 
process gives a space meaning.49 Many writers, like Unwin, explain that by giving a 
space “meaning” the value and character are much richer and memorable. Lyndon and 
Moore describe these types of spaces as “so vivid and distinct that they carry 
significance”50 Such places have the ability to create an experience and sense of place 
for the user. It is for this reason that the carefully planned and designed spatial 
arrangements, relationships and features should be preserved and respected in existing 
buildings.  
 Unwin’s Analysing Architecture discusses how spaces communicate traditions 
and interpretations. He uses examples to express how space is formed based on 
function, beliefs and aspirations and how this is articulated as a physical structure. This 
relationship is displayed through early primitive structures, as well as in the most 
elaborate, ornate palaces. The design decisions for these structures are very intentional 
and deliberate to communicate the social and cultural influences while serving a 
functional purpose. Changes in our values and lifestyles is expressed in the physical 
variation and evolution of space. The relationship between tradition, experience and 
physical space is also discussed in Donlyn Lyndon and Charles Moore’s Chambers of a 
Memory Palace. Lyndon and Moore acknowledge that space and structure have a 
recognizable order.51 This order is organized and governed by tradition, which serves as 
                                                
49 Unwin, Analysing Architecture, 27. 
50 Lyndon and Moore, Chambers for A Memory Palace, xii. 
51 Ibid, 5. 
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a reminder of events and experiences.52 This concept is especially significant to the 
discussion of preserving spatial character. Lyndon and Moore propose that these types 
of spaces encourage the user to engage and interact with the built environment. 
Through this engagement, “it is possible to think about spaces with subtlety and to ally 
particular ideas and events with specific forms and their relationships.”53 Similar to work 
by Unwin, Lyndon and Moore, Michael Parker Pearson and Colin Richards’ Architecture 
and Order: Approaches to Social Space explains that buildings reflect how different 
people who live in different places and times, order and understand their world in very 
different ways.54 This acknowledgement can allow for understanding of past traditions 
and perspectives. This thought contributes to the argument for protecting our existing 
buildings in order to preserve these traditions and perspectives. 
J.B. Jackson, author of A Sense of Place, A Sense of Time, believes that our 
society attaches too much importance to architecture in producing an awareness of 
belonging to a city or country when we actually share a sense of time.55 Jackson claims 
that by sharing a sense of time, which in turn creates a sense of place, we have an 
established universal historic bond and develop a better understanding of our society.56 
Therefore, Jackson encourages that spaces and structures be conscious to the features 
                                                
52 Lyndon and Moore, Chambers for A Memory Palace, xi. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Michael Parker Pearson and Colin Richards, eds., Architecture and Order: Approaches to Social Space 
(London: Routledge, 1997), vii. 
55 J.B. Jackson, “A Sense of Place, a Sense of Time,” Design Quarterly, no. 164 (1995): 24-27, accessed 
September 2016, 25.  
56 Ibid. 
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that contribute to a sense of time and naturally this process creates a sense of place and 
community. Jackson suggests as the built environment is constantly undergoing 
changes, preserving a sense of time is what gives us reassurance of continuity and 
unity.57 Whereas theorists like Unwin, Lyndon and Moore emphasize the importance of 
place-making to make sense of our built environment.    
Through this compilation of literature many theories and approaches to 
architecture in respect to spatial composition are discussed in order to encourage the 
idea of significant, memorable experiences and place-making. Although this thesis is not 
addressing new construction that would require the employment of such approaches, 
these ideas and theories of spatial composition and character can be seen in existing 
buildings. Many authors explain the importance of these ideas in architecture to provide 
a relationship and connection to the built environment. The direct relationship between 
human needs and ideals, with the structure of spaces make buildings significant in our 
evolution as a society. The physical form of buildings expresses an individual’s or entire 
community’s social, political, and economic place or status. These connections can be 
accomplished through older buildings, but requires the maintenance of original design 
features and characteristics for an authentic experience.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
57 Jackson, “A Sense of Place, a Sense of Time,” 25. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
Selecting Case Studies 
  To analyze if spatial character is retained during rehabilitation, a case study 
analysis was determined to be an effective method to use because it provides examples 
of projects that display physical evidence to use for analysis. In order to select a limited 
number of case study projects with common features it was necessary to establish 
parameters. These parameters were:  
 Using buildings without open floor plans. The reason for this rule was because 
buildings with open floor plans may be more easily adapted. This analysis intends 
to look at how the spatial character is retained when this may not be the case. 
This parameter led to using mostly commercial, civic and institutional buildings 
as case studies, in contrast to warehouses or industrial buildings.  
 Projects that follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. 
This parameter was necessary in order to evaluate if the guidelines and 
principles presented in the Standards result in the protection of spatial 
character. 
 
By using these parameters, a case study set was collected resulting in a group of six 
buildings that range in scale, use, and location throughout South Carolina. 
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 Finding Project Documents  
Once the projects conforming to the parameters were identified the next step 
was to locate documents of the case study projects. These documents included 
architectural plan, elevation and section drawings for both before and after 
rehabilitation. From these types of architectural drawings, plans and sections most 
clearly represent spatial relationships and configurations. Plans proved to be the most 
common and easily accessible types of architectural drawings, and thus were employed 
in this study. It is for these reasons that plan drawings were used in the analysis for 
before and after rehabilitation. However, the other types of architectural drawings in 
addition to photographs helped with understanding each building.  Using the other 
resources, like the elevation and section drawings, and photographs enabled the 
identification of the spatial character defining features and an understanding of how the 
buildings have evolved. 
 
  The case study building documents were collected from a variety of sources. The 
methods used in their collection involved contacting the architecture firms that 
completed the rehabilitation projects. In most cases, contact with the architecture firms 
occurred through email, and occasionally in person to discuss the scope of work and 
challenges involved with each project. In addition, consulting companies, such as 
MacRostie Historic Advisors, that worked with the rehabilitation projects were 
contacted to access additional materials and documents. These resources provided 
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information regarding the historical use, development and rehabilitation process for the 
case study buildings. Using sources such as the National Register of Historic Places 
Nomination Forms provided much of the history and architectural descriptions for the 
buildings examined. The nomination forms were referenced in order to explain the 
evolution of the building and to identify the significant architectural features. Other 
primary sources used for the analysis were gathered from the South Carolina State 
Archives which provided materials such as architectural drawings, photographs, maps 
and correspondence regarding mostly the rehabilitation process and tax incentive 
procedures.  
 
Preparing Case Study Drawings 
 With the case study drawings gathered the next step was to prepare them for 
analysis. The drawings came from a variety of sources in many different formats, so the 
first step was to make the drawings consistent. To do this, each drawing was converted 
into a digital AutoCAD file. This allowed easy editing. Since most of the drawings were 
architectural documents they contained many annotations. This type of information was 
not necessary for the analysis and complicated the drawings, therefore, it was removed. 
The plans also contained lighting and furniture layouts, which were also not necessary 
for the analysis, therefore these features were removed. The plans collected also varied 
between typical floor plans and demolition plans. Demolition plans show the existing 
building configuration prior to rehabilitation as well as the types of alterations will be 
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done during rehabilitation. These plans required additional editing to show what the 
building looked like before rehabilitation. It is for this reason that the phrases “before 
rehabilitation” and “after rehabilitation” are used in the following sections, because the 
original drawings were not used in every case study. A building may have been changed 
between its original configuration and the “before rehabilitation” phase. The case 
studies used in this analysis display different building plans used for the “before 
rehabilitation” phase. Some case study projects use the original configuration, while 
others use later building phases before the most recent rehabilitation. The purpose of 
this was to use plans from a building’s period of significance for comparison. Period of 
significance is defined by the National Park Service as “the length of time when a 
property was associated with important events, activities, or persons, or attained the 
characteristics which qualify it for National Register Listing.”58 For the purpose of this 
analysis, the case study building’s will be evaluated based on the architectural hierarchy, 
rather than the historical hierarchy established by the period of significance. Therefore, 
this study will focus on the character defining features created by the physical 
conditions instead of those characteristics associated with important historic events, 
activities or persons. It is important to use the building’s plan during its period of 
significance because this phase displays the most characteristic and important features. 
This provides a precedent for the rehabilitation process. The case study projects will be 
                                                
58 U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Register Bulletin: How to Complete the 
National Register Registration Form, 1997. https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb16a/. 
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compared to the “period of significance” building phase in order to evaluate if the 
character defining features from this building configuration were retained or altered 
after rehabilitation. The period of significance for each case study was determined by 
evaluating the building before rehabilitation to identify the character defining features 
and determining when these features were constructed.  After editing, the plans were in 
the same format and contained the same level of detail. This allowed for a consistent 
and comparable set of drawings for all the case study buildings.  
 
Selection of Spatial Characteristics  
The selection of spatial characteristics drew from a variety of literature as well as 
previous courses in architectural theory and design. The National Park Service in their 
published preservation briefs, guidelines and other materials outline character defining 
features. These features are identified as the floorplan, arrangement of spaces, 
sequence, circulation patterns, the building’s rooms and volumes, and the building’s 
important spaces.59 The Language of Space and Form by author James Eckler was often 
referenced when selecting the spatial characteristics. Eckler’s work contains numerous 
formal architectural principles and concepts, including similar features mentioned by 
the National Park service such as hierarchy, path, and sequence. The final selection of 
                                                
59 H. Ward Jandl, “Rehabilitating Interiors in Historic Buildings: Identifying and Preserving Character 
Defining Elements,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation 
Services, accessed September 2016, October 1988, https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/18-
rehabilitating-interiors.htm. 
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the spatial characteristics to be used in the analysis use both literature from the 
National Park Service and Eckler’s Language of Space and Form. Both were used as they 
represent a preservation and architectural theory point of view. The spatial elements 
selected for analysis are area division, axis, circulation, hierarchy, and sequence.  
 
Evaluation of Spatial Characteristics 
 In each case study the selected spatial characteristics were evaluated according 
to their definition and interpretation. The characteristics have been previously defined 
in the introduction. The basis for evaluation for each characteristic is as follows: 
 
Area Division: The area was calculated for the different spaces of the building. The area 
of a space was calculated using the mathematical formula (length x width). This gave the 
area of each individual space.  
 
Axis: The axis was evaluated in each case study according to the alignment of the spaces 
within the building; the alignment in which the building is oriented and organized. The 
axis was also evaluated by determining a physical as well as visual access through a 
space or series of spaces.  
 
Circulation: The circulation pattern was evaluated by looking at how movement occurs 
through the building. Circulation occurs mostly in corridors and stair halls, so these 
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spaces were determined to be part of the circulation pattern within each case study. 
When corridors and stair halls were not present, the spaces that were used as 
transitional spaces or those that connect a series of spaces were identified as part of the 
circulation pattern.  
 
Hierarchy: The evaluation of hierarchy in the case studies was based on the level of 
importance or significance of each space. The level of importance was based on the 
function of the space, level of finish and treatment of a space, and the size and location 
of the space in relation to other spaces in the building. Hierarchy represents a ranking 
system, in this analysis there are three levels of importance. The highest ranking of 
importance in a hierarchy system was assigned to spaces that were typically the largest, 
the most dominant and the most public. The lowest ranking was assigned to service 
spaces like storage areas, restrooms, and mechanical rooms. The hierarchy level 
between the highest and lowest was assigned to spaces that were not the most 
significant but were also not service spaces. These spaces often included offices, 
bedrooms, and hallways.  
 
Sequence: The sequence was evaluated according to how the spaces within a building 
are occupied. This evaluation takes into account the type of user and volume of users. 
Examples of different types of users include visitors, residents, or employees. The types 
of users vary between case study but in most cases there are two types of users, 
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frequent occupants, those who frequently visit the building (employees/residents) and 
those who do not (visitors).  In the analysis a continuous line was drawn to represent 
the path of a frequent user, while another line was drawn to represent the path of a 
visitor. These paths were determined by how public or private a space was. The more 
public spaces were encountered by both frequent occupants and visitors, while the 
private spaces were usually only encountered by the frequent occupants.  
 
Creating Spatial Character Diagrams 
Evaluating and documenting the character defining features for the case studies 
first involved creating multiple sets of diagrams to represent each specific spatial 
element graphically in each building. The diagrams were created using the before and 
after rehabilitation plan drawing as an underlay for each case study building. The edited 
plans were used as the base drawings. Adobe Illustrator software was then used to 
produce layers on top of the base drawings to graphically communicate the spatial 
element being represented in each diagram. In the introduction chapter each spatial 
element is defined and discussed in respect to how it is interpreted and graphically 
represented in the analysis. It was found that using line diagrams were the clearest in 
representing spatial elements like axis, circulation, and sequence. As for hierarchy and 
area division using forms that represented the different spaces was the clearest in 
communicating the spatial characteristic visually.  
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Comparing Before and After Rehabilitation Diagrams 
Creating the before and after rehabilitation diagrams for each case study 
allowed for their comparison. The diagrams documented the alterations and 
reconfigurations between before and after rehabilitation as well as identified the 
characteristic features and spatial qualities retained, altered, or lost as a result of the 
rehabilitation process.   
 
Creating Analysis Diagrams 
Once the diagrams were completed for both the before and after rehabilitation 
plans for each case study building, a new series of analysis diagrams were created. 
These analysis diagrams allow a visual comparison of the spatial characteristics between 
the before and after rehabilitation of each case study building. The new analysis 
diagrams used the previous sets of spatial element diagrams from each case study 
building. For visual comparison, the diagrams were overlapped in the case of the axis, 
circulation, and sequence diagrams, and quantitatively compared for the hierarchy and 
area division diagrams. The axis, circulation and sequence diagrams show where the 
before and after rehabilitation spatial characteristics are similar or different when the 
two layers diverge from one another or overlap. The two phases (before/after 
rehabilitation) are represented in different colors in the diagrams to communicate the 
spatial characteristics of each. As for the hierarchy spatial element diagram, a ranking 
system was assigned to represent the varying significance of different spaces within the 
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building. The system uses the numbers 1, 2 and 3, which correspond to the level of 
significance of the space; 1 being the most significant, assigned to the primary spaces; 3 
being the least significant, assigned to the tertiary spaces like restrooms, storage and 
mechanical rooms. The hierarchy analysis diagrams use the floorplan of the building to 
show the previous assigned level of significance of each space in relation to that of the 
new level of significance after rehabilitation. The area division analysis diagram uses the 
before and after rehabilitation diagrams to assess the range of different areas contained 
within each building. The spaces are then put into categories according to their area 
value. There are three area categories that the spaces were divided into. The categories 
represent the range of smaller to larger areas: 0-300 ft2 or 0-500 ft2; 301-1000 ft2 or 501-
1000 ft2; and 1001-10,000 ft2. The number of spaces in the building within that area 
range of each category are shown in a chart to compare the area divisions between the 
before and after rehabilitation drawings of each building.  This analysis provides insight 
to spatial organization before and after the rehabilitation. 
 
Overall Case Study Analysis 
The next level of analysis was to evaluate individual case studies. This analysis 
would evaluate how conforming the new or post-rehabilitation spatial character 
compares to the pre-rehabilitation spatial character.  To facilitate comparison, a chart 
was developed. The chart displays percentages for each spatial characteristic (area, axis, 
circulation, hierarchy and sequence) which indicates how much each spatial 
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characteristic after rehabilitation conformed to the characteristic before rehabilitation. 
The charts evaluate the individual spatial elements based on the analysis diagrams. The 
charts translate the graphic comparison of the analysis diagrams of the before and after 
rehabilitation into quantitative values. The percentage of conformity of each spatial 
element was determined by assessing the analysis diagrams. In each diagram the 
hierarchy and number of spaces, placement and length of axes, layout of circulation 
paths, and partitioning of area were compared to before rehabilitation in order to arrive 
at a percentage of change. For example, if the building prior to rehabilitation has two 
primary axes and after rehabilitation also has two axes but only one of the axes is in the 
original place and of the same length, then the percentage of change is 50%. 
 
Case Study Comparison Chart 
After a chart was made for each separate case study building that depicts the 
level of conformity between before and after rehabilitation, it was possible to compare 
among all the case study buildings. A chart was created to analyze the change in spatial 
characteristics between the six case study buildings. This chart uses a similar format to 
that of the previous charts used for the individual case study buildings. This chart uses 
each spatial characteristics’ percentage of conformity to determine an average 
percentage of change for each case study project. This is calculated by taking an average 
of all the conformity percentages from the spatial characteristics for each case study. 
This gives an overall percentage of conformity for the case study project. The overall 
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conformity percentage is then also calculated for each spatial characteristic. This is 
derived from the average of the six case study project’s percentage of conformity for 
that specific characteristic. The value of this percentage is then used to rank each spatial 
characteristic for how easy or difficult it is to maintain during the rehabilitation process. 
If the percentage falls above 75%, the characteristic is determined to be easily 
maintained during rehabilitation. If the characteristic conformity percentage falls 
between 50%-74% the characteristic is determined to be moderately maintainable. If 
the characteristic’s conformity percentage falls below 49% this determines that the 
characteristic is difficult to maintain during rehabilitation.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
 
This chapter presents a brief history and architectural description for each case 
study building. In addition, each case study section describes the rehabilitation details of 
the project. These descriptions provide information that is important for the analysis of 
the spatial character before and after rehabilitation. Presented within each subsection 
are diagrams which visually depict the spatial characteristics in each case study before 
and after rehabilitation. This serves to identify the spatial characteristics before and 
after rehabilitation, which will then be used for analysis in the following chapter. The 
case study buildings are presented in the order of rehabilitation date to suggest patterns 
associated with the rehabilitation process over time.  
 
The Old Exchange Building 
The Old Exchange Building in Charleston, South Carolina, was constructed 
between 1767 and 1771 by Peter and John Adam Horlbeck. Architect William Rigby 
Naylor designed the Old Exchange Building to be one of the grandest public buildings 
constructed in the colonies.60 Naylor’s original plans follow the classical Palladian style.61 
Palladian style emphasizes proportion, symmetry and order. Naylor incorporated these 
                                                
60 Jonathan H. Poston, The Buildings of Charleston: A Guide to the City’s Architecture (Columbia: University 
of South Carolina Press, 1997), 109. 
61 Ibid. 
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elements in the design of the building’s elevations and floor plan. The exterior featured 
a grand portico and sweeping staircases, marking a formal entrance to the city from the 
sea.62 South Carolina Historian Dr. George C. Rogers stated that the Old Exchange 
Building “symbolized the aspirations of Charleston’s commercial classes intent upon 
having a city as magnificent as any in England or North America, a true seat of 
empire.”63   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
62 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, The Exchange and Provost National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by James W. Fant (Columbia, 1969). 
63 Ibid. 
Figure 4.1: An Illustration of The Old Exchange Building ca. 1800-1899 
Courtesy of Lowcountry Digital Library 
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The building’s original function was an “Exchange and Custom House” to 
accommodate the activities of the thriving port city. The original basement was used for 
custom business, an open arcade on the entrance level was used for the trade of 
commodities, and the upper level featured chambers for the colonial government and a 
“great hall” which served as the center of the city’s social life.64 In addition to its original 
use, the building has served as a courthouse, public market and meeting place, military 
prison and as a barracks. The original interior plan had been altered due to the buildings 
change in uses throughout its history. The building plan remained relatively unchanged 
after it became a post office in 1818 until its first modern era rehabilitation in 1978. 
                                                
64 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, The Exchange and Provost National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by James W. Fant (Columbia, 1969). 
Figure 4.2: Postcard Showing The Old Exchange Building 
Exterior  Courtesy of Lowcountry Digital Library 
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Alterations to the building include the construction of a central broad staircase, two 
large meeting rooms that occupy the north and south ends and run the width of the 
building, and a service area on the east side of the first level. The upper level that once 
housed the “great hall” where the ball for George Washington’s 1791 visit was held, was 
removed and became part of the stairwell and landing.65 The original projecting stair 
towers that had occupied space on East Bay Street were removed at an unknown time 
during the building’s history. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
65 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, The Exchange and Provost National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by James W. Fant (Columbia, 1969). 
Figure 4.3: 1884 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Showing The Old Exchange Building  
as a Post Office Courtesy of University of South Carolina Digital Collections 
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The Old Exchange Building was listed on The National Register of Historic Places 
in 1969. The significance of the building can be attributed to the important role it played 
in the early years of Charleston’s history in addition to its grand architectural style. The 
Old Exchange Building served as a place for many notable events, for example in 1774 a 
meeting was held at the building protesting oppressive acts of the British Parliament, 
and appointing delegates to the Provincial Congress. In 1788, the Senate and House of 
Representatives used the building for legislative meetings when the State House was 
destroyed, and during the Revolutionary War British troops were quartered there.66  
                                                
66 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, The Exchange and Provost National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by James W. Fant (Columbia, 1969). 
Figure 4.4: 1938 Photograph of The Old Exchange Building Exterior 
Courtesy of The Library of Congress 
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The first rehabilitation of The Old Exchange Building was completed by a local 
Charleston architecture firm in 1978. The rehabilitation included the reconstruction of 
the stair towers on the east side of the building, as well as the upper level’s “great hall”. 
The most recent rehabilitation was completed in 2006 by another local architecture 
firm. The design team used extensive research and materials analysis to preserve the 
exterior and employed construction materials and methods used originally on the 
building over two centuries ago.67 The building currently houses a museum and 
exhibition space, meeting rooms, and service areas on the first level, and office spaces 
and an assembly hall on the second level. The rehabilitation project has received awards 
such as the Palmetto Trust Historic Preservation Honor Award, The American Institute of 
Architects South Carolina Chapter Special Citation Award, and the Preservation Society 
of Charleston Carolopolis Award.  
 
 
 
 
                                                
67 “Preservation: Old Exchange Building c. 1771,” Liollo Architecture, last modified 2017, accessed 
November 2016, http://www.liollio.com/preservation/. 
Figure 4.5: The Old Exchange Building Exterior After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Liollo Architecture 
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Figure 4.6: The Old Exchange Building Interior of Assembly Hall After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Liollo Architecture 
Figure 4.7: The Old Exchange Building Interior of Exhibit Space After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of The Old Exchange and Provost Dungeon 
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The following diagrams depict the spatial characteristics before and after 
rehabilitation in The Old Exchange Building case study. Following each set of diagrams 
are descriptions of each spatial characteristic. 
 
Area Division Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8: The Old Exchange Building Area Division - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.9: The Old Exchange Building Area Division - After Rehabilitation First 
Floor *The Stair Towers Were Reconstructed on the East Side of the Building 
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The area division diagrams before rehabilitation show that The Old Exchange 
Building was comprised of a total of 12 spaces. This indicates that the building was not 
heavily subdivided before rehabilitation. The area of individual spaces before 
rehabilitation range from 200 ft2  to 4820 ft2. The smaller rooms were circulation spaces 
Figure 4.10: The Old Exchange Building Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.11: The Old Exchange Building Area Division - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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like hallways and the stair towers while the larger rooms were public gathering spaces. 
After rehabilitation, the total number of spaces in the building increases to 24, doubling 
the number of spaces from before rehabilitation. The area of individual spaces after 
rehabilitation range from 30 ft2  to 2270 ft2. This shows that the building after 
rehabilitation subdivided many of the larger spaces to create smaller rooms. This 
occurred on both the first and second floors after rehabilitation to create the spaces 
that were required for the new building use. These spaces include meeting rooms, 
restrooms, storage rooms, and an exhibit and gift shop. 
 
Axis Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12: The Old Exchange Building Axis - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.13: The Old Exchange Building Axis - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.14: The Old Exchange Building Axis -  Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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The axes before rehabilitation are based on the orientation of the building and 
the placement of openings. This creates two axes, one vertical and one horizontal, on 
both the first and second floors. After rehabilitation the axes are again based on the 
orientation of the building and placement of openings. This leads to an increase of axes 
on both floors due to the reconfiguration of the building. After rehabilitation two large 
rectangular spaces flank the central space. These spaces create two new axes on the 
first floor. On the second floor two additional axes were created by the reorganization 
of spaces on either side of the central hall space.  
 
 
Figure 4.15: The Old Exchange Building Axis - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Circulation Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.16: The Old Exchange Building Circulation - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.17: The Old Exchange Building Circulation - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.18: The Old Exchange Building Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.19: The Old Exchange Building Circulation - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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The circulation patterns reflect the interior configuration and openings of The 
Old Exchange Building before and after rehabilitation. Before rehabilitation the 
circulation pattern on the first floor follows the central openings and open floor plan. 
Before rehabilitation the circulation pattern on the second floor follows the corridor 
spaces and through the central hall space. After rehabilitation, the circulation pattern 
follows the new configuration of the building. The first floor features central openings 
which direct the circulation pattern through the center entry of the building. The first 
floor is then divided into three rectangular spaces, which directs the circulation pattern 
through the openings of these spaces. After rehabilitation the circulation pattern on the 
second floor moves through the new foyer spaces, passageways and the central hall 
area.  
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Hierarchy Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.20: The Old Exchange Building Hierarchy-  Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.21: The Old Exchange Building Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.22: The Old Exchange Building Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.23: The Old Exchange Building Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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The hierarchy of spaces was determined according to level of importance. The 
level of importance was based on the function of the space, level of finish and 
treatment of a space, and the size and location of the space in relation to other spaces 
in the building. The hierarchy levels are primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary spaces 
are the most important, followed by secondary spaces, then tertiary spaces. The darkest 
color represents a primary space, while the lightest represents a tertiary space. The 
color between the darkest and lightest represents a secondary space. The Old Exchange 
Building before rehabilitation featured a great hall gathering area on the second floor. 
This space was determined to be the only primary space in the building before 
rehabilitation. Secondary spaces before rehabilitation include the public gathering space 
on the first floor, and the corridor and chamber spaces on the second floor. The two 
stair towers on the first level are determined to be tertiary spaces because of their size 
and function. After rehabilitation, the building featured three primary spaces. These 
spaces are the two meeting rooms on the first floor and the large central area on the 
second floor. The secondary spaces after rehabilitation are the exhibit space and gift 
shop on the first floor and the foyer, office and corridor spaces on the second floor. The 
remaining spaces in the building were determined to be tertiary spaces. The tertiary 
spaces are the service spaces such as the restrooms, restroom vestibules, storage 
spaces, and serving pantry.  
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Sequence Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.24: The Old Exchange Building Sequence - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.25: The Old Exchange Building Sequence -  After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.26: The Old Exchange Building Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.27: The Old Exchange Building Sequence - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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The sequence was determined by the types and volume of users who occupy the 
building. The sequence diagram displays a darker path in spaces where there is high 
volume of users, and a lighter path where there is a low volume of users. The dots along 
the sequence path represent access points, where users can enter and exit the building. 
The dots also represent destination points, where users spend longer periods of time. 
The breaks in the sequence path represent where vertical circulation, like stairways, are 
located. Before rehabilitation, the sequence on the first floor is a continuous dark line. 
This indicates that the sequence path was experienced by a higher volume of users. This 
space on the first floor was used as a public gathering space. For this reason, many users 
frequently would encounter this space, thus leading to the depiction of the high volume 
of users in this space. The second floor before rehabilitation shows a lighter sequence 
path, which indicates the volume of users is lower on this level. The lower volume of 
users on the second floor is because this level was used for occasional community 
gatherings and office space. After rehabilitation the first floor houses meeting spaces, 
an exhibit space and gift shop. The sequence through the exhibit and gift shop space 
shows a darker path, indicating that these spaces are encountered by a higher volume 
of visitors. The meeting spaces on either side of the exhibit and gift shop spaces are 
determined to be destination points, and experience a lower volume of users. The 
second floor after rehabilitation is comprised of administrative and foyer spaces, offices, 
and a large assembly hall. The sequence path through the foyer into the assembly hall 
shows a dark line. This indicates that these spaces have a higher volume of users. This 
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space is also used by employees in addition to visitors when community events are held 
in the building.  The offices and administrative spaces serve as destination points and 
experience less volume of users, as indicated by the lighter sequence path. The reason 
for this type of sequence is because these spaces are more private, and are typically 
only occupied by employees.  
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Lowman Hall 
Lowman Hall is located on South Carolina State University’s campus in 
Orangeburg, South Carolina. Lowman Hall was one of the first designs by pioneer 
African American architect, Miller F. Wittaker. Wittaker served as professor, campus 
architect, and the college’s president from 1932 until 1949.68 The building was 
constructed in 1917 by college students under Wittaker’s supervision. Wittaker’s work 
helped set standards and provide precedent for African American students aspiring to 
the architectural profession.69  
 
Lowman Hall is a three-story brick building. Although the building is fairly modest 
in its appearance, the exterior features central porticos with Ionic columns, symmetrical 
fenestration on each facade, an arched surround at the entrance, and brick quoin 
details. The original interior featured a double loaded corridor with projecting pavilions 
at each end of the central core.70 Minor alterations have been made to the building, 
mostly involving the replacement of doors and windows as well as making the building 
accessible according to the Americans with Disabilities Act.71  
                                                
68 “Lowman Hall, SC State University, Orangeburg, Orangeburg County: SC Historic Preservation Review 
and Compliance,” South Carolina Archives and History Center, accessed January 2017, 
http://shpo.sc.gov/pubs/Documents/LowmanHall.pdf. 
69 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Lowman Hall, South Carolina State College South 
Carolina Inventory Form for Historic Districts and Individual Properties in a Multiple Property Submission, 
(Orangeburg SC, 1985). 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid. 
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Figure 4.29: 1922 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map with location of Lowman Hall on South Carolina State’s Campus 
Courtesy of University of South Carolina Digital Collections 
Figure 4.28: Photograph of Lowman Hall ca. 1926 Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
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Lowman Hall was originally a men’s dormitory and remained in use until the 
1980’s when it was closed and virtually abandoned.72 During the time the building was 
vacant, severe deterioration occurred that caused damage to the wood floors, plaster 
ceilings and masonry.73 It was only a few years prior, in 1985, that the building was 
listed on The National Register of Historic Places based on its architectural significance 
and association with Miller F. Wittaker.  
 
                                                
72 “SC State University Lowman Hall: Watson Tate Savory,” The Journal of the American Institute of 
Architects, last modified 2015, accessed December 2016, http://www.architectmagazine.com/project-
gallery/sc-state-university-lowman-hall-6492. 
73 Ibid. 
Figure 4.30: Lowman Hall Interior Corridor Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of South Carolina Department of Archives and History 
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The rehabilitation of Lowman Hall was completed in 2009 by an architecture firm 
in Columbia, South Carolina. The rehabilitation of Lowman Hall converted the 
 building into administrative offices and conference rooms for the university. The design 
team worked with representatives from the university to develop a strategy that would 
restore significant architectural features and retain the original design.74 The majority of 
the plan could accommodate the new use, which left most spaces and corridors fully 
intact.75 The rehabilitation included mostly the restoration and repair of plaster ceilings, 
wood floors, wainscoting, windows, porticos, and balconies as well as providing updated 
lighting and accessibility.76 The project has received the Palmetto Trust Historic 
Preservation Award, the American Institute of Architects South Carolina Chapter Historic 
Preservation Honor Award, and the American Institute of Architects Columbia Chapter 
Merit Award.  
 
 
                                                
74“SC State University Lowman Hall: Watson Tate Savory,” The Journal of the American Institute of 
Architects, last modified 2015, accessed December 2016, http://www.architectmagazine.com/project-
gallery/sc-state-university-lowman-hall-6492. 
75 Ibid. 
76“Lowman Hall, SC State University, Orangeburg, Orangeburg County: SC Historic Preservation Review 
and Compliance,” South Carolina Archives and History Center, accessed January 2016, 
http://shpo.sc.gov/pubs/Documents/LowmanHall.pdf  
Figure 4.31: Lowman Hall Exterior After Rehabilitation Courtesy of 
The American Institute of Architects South Carolina Chapter 
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The following diagrams depict the spatial characteristics before and after 
rehabilitation in the Lowman Hall case study. Following each set of diagrams are 
descriptions of each spatial characteristic. 
Figure 4.32: Lowman Hall Interior Corridor After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
Figure 4.33: Lowman Hall Interior After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
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Area Division Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
  
Figure 4.34: Lowman Hall Area Division - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.35: Lowman Hall Area Division - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.36: Lowman Hall Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.37: Lowman Hall Area Division - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.38: Lowman Hall Area Division-  Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.39: Lowman Hall Area Division - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The area division diagrams before rehabilitation show that Lowman Hall was 
comprised of a total of 82 spaces. The individual area of spaces before rehabilitation 
ranges from 30 ft2  to 2005 ft2. Most of the spaces before rehabilitation fall under the 
300 ft2 bracket of floor area. This indicates that the building was mostly subdivided into 
small spaces before rehabilitation. The division of area into small spaces before 
rehabilitation is a result of the building’s use as a dormitory. After rehabilitation, the 
total number of spaces in the building is 89, only slightly increasing the number of 
spaces from before rehabilitation. The area of individual spaces after rehabilitation 
range from 50 ft2  to 2030 ft2.  Most of the spaces after rehabilitation still fall under 300 
ft2 . This shows that the building after rehabilitation remains subdivided much like 
before rehabilitation. The area division from before rehabilitation mostly works for the 
new building use after rehabilitation. The spaces that once served as dormitory 
bedrooms were converted to office spaces after rehabilitation.  One of the major 
changes between before and after rehabilitation are three bedrooms from before 
rehabilitation were used to create a new conference room on the third floor.  
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Axis Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
  Figure 4.40: Lowman Hall Axis - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.41: Lowman Hall Axis - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.42: Lowman Hall Axis - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.43: Lowman Hall Axis - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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The axes before and after rehabilitation are created by the orientation of the 
central corridor spaces. The corridor spaces organize the interior layout of the building. 
The axes are horizontal and run the length of the corridor on each floor.  The corridor 
spaces and openings are retained after rehabilitation. This allows for the axes to also be 
retained after rehabilitation.   
 
Figure 4.44: Lowman Hall Axis - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.45: Lowman Hall Axis - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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Circulation Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.46: Lowman Hall Circulation - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.47: Lowman Hall Circulation - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.48: Lowman Hall Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.49: Lowman Hall Circulation-  After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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The circulation patterns reflect the interior configuration of before and after 
rehabilitation. Before and after rehabilitation the circulation pattern throughout 
Lowman Hall follows the central corridor spaces and stairwells. The corridor spaces are 
also the spaces that create the axes. This results in linear, direct circulation paths that 
provide access to all the rooms located off the central corridor. The corridor spaces and 
stairwells remain in the same location with relatively the same dimensions as before 
rehabilitation. This allows for the circulation pattern to be retained between before and 
after rehabilitation.  
Figure 4.50: Lowman Hall Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.51: Lowman Hall Circulation - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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Hierarchy Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.52: Lowman Hall Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.53: Lowman Hall Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.54: Lowman Hall Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.55: Lowman Hall Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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The hierarchy of spaces was determined according to level of importance. The 
level of importance was based on the function of the space, level of finish and 
treatment of a space, and the size and location of the space in relation to other spaces 
in the building. The hierarchy levels are primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary spaces 
are the most important, followed by secondary spaces, then tertiary spaces. The darkest 
color represents a primary space, while the lightest represents a tertiary space. The 
Figure 4.56: Lowman Hall Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.57: Lowman Hall Hierarchy-  After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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color between the darkest and lightest represents a secondary space. The majority of 
the spaces in the building before rehabilitation are secondary spaces. These spaces are 
mostly bedrooms and corridors. The other spaces before rehabilitation are tertiary 
spaces. These spaces are service spaces like restrooms, stair halls, and storage rooms. 
After rehabilitation the building is still mostly comprised of secondary spaces. These 
spaces are offices and conference rooms. The tertiary spaces after rehabilitation consist 
of file rooms, stair halls and service spaces like restrooms, and storage and mechanical 
spaces. After rehabilitation the primary spaces are the central corridor spaces and the 
new conference room on the third floor. These are determined to be primary spaces 
because of their finished treatment, size and function after rehabilitation. The corridors 
receive a more finished treatment after rehabilitation, whereas before rehabilitation 
they served more as service like spaces. The conference room on the third floor 
becomes the next largest space in the building after the central corridors. This space 
also features a serving pantry, which suggests the room is used for larger events. This 
type of function indicates that the conference room ranks higher on the hierarchy level 
within the building.  
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Sequence Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.58: Lowman Hall Sequence - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.59: Lowman Hall Sequence - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.61: Lowman Hall Sequence - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.60: Lowman Hall Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.62: Lowman Hall Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.63: Lowman Hall Sequence - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The sequence was determined by the types and volume of users that occupy the 
building. The sequence displays a darker path in spaces where there is high volume of 
users, and a lighter path where there is a low volume of users. The dots along the 
sequence path represent access points, where users can enter and exit the building. The 
dots also represent destination points, where users spend longer periods of time. The 
breaks in the sequence path represent where vertical circulation, like stairways, are 
located. Before rehabilitation, the sequence on the first floor is a continuous dark line in 
the corridor space. This indicates that the sequence path is occupied by a higher volume 
of users. All the building users that visit the second and third floors encounter this space 
as part of the sequence path, making it the most public and most frequently used. The 
second and third floors before rehabilitation show lighter sequence paths, which 
indicates a lower volume of users on these levels. The bedrooms located on either side 
of the central corridor on each floor serve as destination points. After rehabilitation the 
sequence is similar to before rehabilitation on each floor. The first floor corridor remains 
the most public space, therefore experiences the highest volume of users. The upper 
floors are encountered by fewer employees and visitors, thus the lower volume of users. 
The offices and other spaces located off of the central corridor on each floor serve as 
destination points like those before rehabilitation.  
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Brennen Building 
The property historically known as the Brennen Building was constructed in 1871 
and is located on Main Street in Columbia, South Carolina. The building is a two-story 
masonry structure located within an urban context. The building is representative of 
most of the commercial architecture constructed in Columbia following the Civil War.77 
The architectural style of the Brennen Building has been described as Victorian with an  
exterior that features symmetrical facades, decorative cast iron balconies and 
segmentally arched windows.78 Prior to rehabilitation, the interior of first floor featured 
double storefront windows for commercial spaces on either side of a central stair hall. 
The second floor also featured a central hall with two rooms on either side. The second 
floor also housed a large central space with multiple smaller rooms located on either 
side. This layout is an example of a once popular and ubiquitous style in the city that 
provided retail or service space on the street level and office or storage spaces on the 
second level.79   
 
Throughout the Brennen Building’s history, it has served a variety of commercial 
purposes. Built originally as a grocery store, the building was later used as a saloon, 
                                                
77 Bultman Coulter Gasque Associates, Columbia’s Commercial Heritage: An Inventory and Evaluation of 
Older Commercial Buildings in the City Center (Prepared for the City of Columbia, South Carolina and the 
South Carolina Department of Archives and History, 1977), 3. 
78 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Historic 1210-14 Main Street National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form (Columbia, 1979). 
79“Brennen Building 1210-1214 Main Street,” Historic Columbia Foundation, last modified July 12, 2010, 
accessed December 2016, 
http://historicrichlandcountysc.com/DataImages/CulturalHistoric/0000000122_sd.pdf. 
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boarding house, laundry, and multiple restaurants.80 The most enduring of the Brennen 
Building’s uses was the Capitol Cafe which opened in 1911 and continued to operate 
there until 2002. The Cafe was a popular restaurant for legislators, prominent citizens as 
well as local residents in the state’s capital city.81 The significance of the Brennen 
Building led to the property being listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 
1977. The building is described in the National Register Nomination as the “best 
surviving example of Victorian commercial structures that once lined Columbia’s Main 
Street”.82  
 
                                                
80 “Historic Renovation and Restoration of the Brennen Building,” The American Institute of Architects 
South Carolina Chapter, accessed January 2017, https://www.aiasc.org/project/brennen-building/. 
81 Historic Columbia Foundation, “Brennen Building 1210-1214 Main Street,” last modified July 12, 2010, 
accessed December 2016, 
http://historicrichlandcountysc.com/DataImages/CulturalHistoric/0000000122_sd.pdf. 
82 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Historic 1210-14 Main Street National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form (Columbia, 1979). 
Figure 4.64: 1884 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map - 
Showing the Brennen Building as a Grocery 
Store Courtesy of The University of South 
Carolina Digital Collections 
Figure 4.65: 1910 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map - Showing 
the Brennen Building as a Furniture and Electric Supplies 
Store with Offices Above Courtesy of The University of 
South Carolina Digital Collections 
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The Brennen Building was rehabilitated in 2013 by a local Columbia architecture 
firm. The firm worked with local, state and federal historic groups and staff to help 
guide the rehabilitation process. The team capitalized on the amount of original intact 
architectural features, such as the original exterior cast iron columns, balconies, 
windows, and interior fireplaces, and doors. The interior at the time of rehabilitation 
was mostly intact on the second level, however the first level had been altered and lost 
its historic integrity.83 The rehabilitated Brennen Building houses two restaurant tenants 
                                                
83 “Brennen Building,” Studio2LR, accessed December 2016, 
http://studio2lr.com/portfolio_page/brennen_building/. 
Figure 4.66: Brennen Building Exterior Before Rehabilitation Courtesy of Historic Columbia Foundation 
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on the lower level, and administrative and office spaces on the upper floor.84 The 
rehabilitation project received numerous awards including the Palmetto Trust Historic 
Preservation Honor Award, the American Institute of Architects South Carolina Chapter 
Historic Preservation Honor Award, and the Historic Columbia Preservation Award.85 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
84 “Brennen Building,” Studio2LR, accessed December 2016, 
http://studio2lr.com/portfolio_page/brennen_building/. 
85 Ibid. 
Figure 4.67: Brennen Building Exterior After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Studio2LR Architects 
Figure 4.68: Brennen Building Interior Central Gallery Space After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Studio2LR Architects 
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The following diagrams depict the spatial characteristics before and after 
rehabilitation in the Brennen Building case study. Following each set of diagrams are 
descriptions of each spatial characteristic.  
 
 
Area Division Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.69: Brennen Building Area Division - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.70: Brennen Building Area Division - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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The area division diagrams before rehabilitation show that the Brennen Building 
was comprised of a total of 19 spaces. The individual area of spaces before 
rehabilitation ranges from 110ft2  to 2680 ft2. The diagrams show that the first floor is 
comprised of the larger spaces, while the second floor is comprised of the smaller 
subdivided spaces.  After rehabilitation, the Brennen Building has a total of 25 different 
spaces. The individual areas of these spaces range from 60 ft2  to 2770ft2.  The building’s 
area division remains fairly similar to before rehabilitation as displayed by the diagrams. 
Figure 4.71: Brennen Building Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.72: Brennen Building Area Division -  After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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The main difference between before and after rehabilitation is that smaller spaces are 
created on the first floor by subdividing the central hall space.   
 
Axis Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.73: Brennen Building Axis - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.74: Brennen Building Axis - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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From the diagrams it can be determined that the axes before and after 
rehabilitation are located in mostly the same locations. The axes before and after 
rehabilitation are created by the orientation of the spaces and placement of openings 
within the Brennen Building.  Each of the long rectangular spaces and the central 
corridor on the first floor create an axis before rehabilitation. After rehabilitation the 
axes remain intact in the rectangular spaces but is no longer present in the central 
Figure 4.75: Brennen Building Axis - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.76: Brennen Building Axis - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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corridor. On the second floor the central area creates another axis before rehabilitation.  
This axis remains intact after rehabilitation because the organization and orientation 
remains the same as before rehabilitation.  
 
Circulation Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.77: Brennen Building Circulation - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.78: Brennen Building Circulation - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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The circulation patterns reflect the interior configuration of before and after 
rehabilitation. The Brennen Building before rehabilitation featured spaces that were 
designated for circulation. These spaces include the central halls on the first and second 
floors. These spaces are retained after rehabilitation, therefore the circulation patterns 
remain intact as well.  Before and after rehabilitation the circulation pattern on the first 
floor follows the open layout in the large spaces on either side of the stair hall. A more 
direct and defined circulation path is in the central stair hall on the first floor before and 
Figure 4.79: Brennen Building Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.80: Brennen Building Circulation - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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after rehabilitation. Another stair is added after rehabilitation, which creates an 
additional circulation path, providing access to the second floor. On the second floor the 
circulation path continues through the central stairway into the central hall space, which 
connects all the spaces on this floor.  
 
Hierarchy Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.81: Brennen Building Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation First 
Floor 
Figure 4.82: Brennen Building Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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The hierarchy of spaces was determined according to level of importance. The 
level of importance was based on the function of the space, level of finish and 
treatment of a space, and the size and location of the space in relation to other spaces 
in the building. The hierarchy levels are primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary spaces 
are the most important, followed by secondary spaces, then tertiary spaces. The darkest 
color represents a primary space, while the lightest represents a tertiary space. The 
color between the darkest and lightest represents a secondary space.  The majority of 
the spaces in the building before rehabilitation were determined to be secondary 
Figure 4.83: The Brennen Building Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.84: Brennen Building Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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spaces. These spaces include the retail spaces on the first floor, the offices on the 
second floor and the hallways. The remaining spaces before rehabilitation are the 
tertiary service spaces like restrooms and storage spaces. After rehabilitation the 
building retains many spaces with the same hierarchy levels as before rehabilitation. 
After rehabilitation, the tertiary spaces are restrooms, vestibules, mechanical and 
storage spaces. The secondary spaces after rehabilitation are the offices, hallways and 
retail spaces. After rehabilitation a new primary space is created in the previous central 
hall area. The primary space after rehabilitation is a gallery space with an atrium. This 
type of treatment marks this central area as significant within the building.  
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Sequence Spatial Characteristic 
 
  
Figure 4.85: Brennen Building Sequence - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.86: Brennen Building Sequence - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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The sequence was determined by the types and volume of users that occupy the 
building. The sequence displays a darker path in spaces where there is high volume of 
users, and a lighter path where there is a low volume of users. The dots along the 
sequence path represent access points, where users can enter and exit the building. The 
dots also represent destination points, where users spend longer periods of time. Before 
Figure 4.87: Brennen Building Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.88: Brennen Building Sequence - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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rehabilitation, the sequence paths in the retail spaces on the first floor are continuous 
dark lines. This indicates that these sequence paths are occupied by a higher volume of 
users. The high volume of users in these areas are a result of the function of these 
spaces. The spaces are the most public in the building and were used as retail, thus 
attracting more visitors and were more frequently occupied. The central hallway on the 
first floor was only used by employees with offices on the second floor. This makes the 
space more private, with a lower volume of users. The second floor before rehabilitation 
was comprised of offices, therefore was also only used by employees. This is indicated 
by the lighter sequence path to represent the lower volume of users.  The offices serve 
as destination locations, as indicated by the terminus dots on the sequence path. The 
offices are destination points as they are spaces where employees spend longer periods 
of time.  After rehabilitation the sequence is similar from before rehabilitation. The 
retail spaces on the first floor still experience the highest volume of users. The second 
floor after rehabilitation houses mostly offices like before rehabilitation, thus 
experiences a lower volume of users.  
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Frank Evans High School 
Frank Evans High School (now Spartanburg Community College) is located in the 
center of downtown Spartanburg, South Carolina. The building was completed in 1922 
with additions completed in 1925 and 1928. During the late nineteenth century and 
early twentieth century the city of Spartanburg experienced significant expansion and 
population growth. It was envisioned that a new high school would accommodate the 
city’s need for both the current population growth and for the expansion of the 
education system in the future. The original building was designed by G. Lloyd Preacher 
& Company of Augusta, Georgia. The school is described as an excellent example of 
Preacher’s work. The school was designed as a “school for the future” for the growing 
city of Spartanburg, with the ability to accommodate children for a city with the 
population of 50,000 people.86 Preacher knew that additions would be constructed to 
the school so he designed the original building in a way that additional units could be 
successfully built and made compatible with the original.87 The first addition was 
designed by prominent Boston-Spartanburg architecture firm Lockwood Greene & 
Company. This addition primarily included more classroom space, and was  said to have 
the same character as the original building.88 The second addition, designed by 
Spartanburg architect, J. Frank Collins, included a new gymnasium and auditorium. 
                                                
86 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Frank Evans High School National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by Jill H. Rodgers (Spartanburg, 2012), 6. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid, 7. 
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The school is a three-story masonry structure. The architectural style of the 
building is Collegiate Gothic, which thrived from 1890 to 1930. This style was influenced 
by the forms and principles of the Gothic Revival Style, which was often chosen for 
churches and institutional buildings.89 The Collegiate Gothic style is characterized by the 
use of Gothic features such as arches, buttresses, and finials, and the design of recessed, 
framed entrances and use of heavy masonry to give a sense of monumentality and 
permanence, a fitting image for the building’s institution.90 The original interior of the 
school in each wing is organized along two double loaded corridors with classrooms and 
                                                
89 “Collegiate Gothic Style 1890-1940,” Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, last modified 
August 26, 2015, accessed February 2016, 
http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/portal/communities/architecture/styles/collegiate-gothic.html. 
90 Ibid. 
Figure 4.89: Postcard of Frank Evans High School ca. 1920-1929  
Courtesy of Spartanburg County Public Libraries Historical Digital Collections 
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offices on either side on all three floors. The central part of the building, connecting the 
wings, is where the cafeteria, gymnasium and auditorium are located. There are many 
significant spaces within the building including the entryways, lobbies, and the 
auditorium, which still have many original features intact.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.90: Frank Evans High School Auditorium Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of South Carolina Department of Archives and History 
Figure 4.91: Frank Evans High School Gymnasium Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of South Carolina Department of Archives and History 
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The Frank Evans High School closed in 1978, when it was decided that the 
location was no longer desirable for school purposes.91 The Spartanburg County 
government then purchased the building, and was renovated to accommodate the 
Spartanburg Human Resource Center. The renovation work included new air 
conditioning and heating systems, new interior partition walls, and new service areas.  
 
The Frank Evans High School was listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places in 2012. The school was listed on the register as an excellent example of the 
Collegiate Gothic architectural style, as well as displaying the work of prominent 
architects. In addition to the architectural significance of the school, it has become 
notable within the community, as it has come to represent the superior education 
system in Spartanburg.92 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
91 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Frank Evans High School National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by Jill H. Rodgers (Spartanburg, 2012), 9. 
92 Ibid, 8. 
Figure 4.92: Frank Evans High School Exterior Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of South Carolina Department of Archives and History 
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The rehabilitation of the Frank Evans High School was completed by a local 
Spartanburg architecture firm in 2013. The rehabilitation converted the existing building 
into a new classroom and administrative building for the Spartanburg Community 
College. The design for the rehabilitation was “to allow maximum flexibility that suits 
today’s more open, group interactive learning environments.”93 The project included 
using spatial subdivisions to create new classrooms, labs, offices, a bookstore, study 
areas, and conference rooms.94 Since many of the original features were partially intact 
the design team was respectful to the historic fabric and often repaired or replicated 
historic materials and finishes in order to preserve the character of the building. The 
project has received awards including the Palmetto Trust Historic Preservation Award 
and the American Institute of Architects South Carolina Chapter Adaptive Reuse Honor 
Award.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
93 “Spartanburg Community College Downtown Campus,” McMillan Pazdan Smith Architecture, accessed 
December 2016, http://www.mcmillanpazdansmith.com/portfolio/spartanburg-community-college-
downtown-campus. 
94 Ibid. 
Figure 4.93: Spartanburg Community College (Frank Evans High School) Exterior 
After Rehabilitation Courtesy of McMillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
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Figure 4.96: Spartanburg Community College (Frank Evans High School) 
Gymnasium After Rehabilitation Courtesy of McMillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
Figure 4.94: Spartanburg Community College (Frank Evans High School) Lobby 
Area After Rehabilitation Courtesy of McMillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
Figure 4.95: Spartanburg Community College (Frank Evans High School) 
Auditorium After Rehabilitation Courtesy of McMillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
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The following diagrams depict the spatial characteristics before and after 
rehabilitation in the Frank Evans High School case study. Following each set of diagrams 
are descriptions of each spatial characteristic. 
 
Area Division Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.97: Frank Evans High School Area Division - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
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 Figure 4.98: Frank Evans High School Area Division - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.99: Frank Evans High School Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.100: Frank Evans High School Area Division - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.101: Frank Evans High School Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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Before rehabilitation, Frank Evans High School was comprised of total of 259 
spaces. The individual area of spaces before rehabilitation ranges from 15ft2  to 9210 ft2. 
The diagrams show that building is heavily subdivided to accommodate a large number 
of classrooms and offices. The largest spaces are the gymnasium, auditorium, cafeteria 
and lobby spaces.  After rehabilitation, the building has a total of 237 different spaces. 
The building’s area division remains fairly similar to before rehabilitation as displayed by 
the diagrams. The lobby spaces, gymnasium and auditorium remain the largest spaces, 
while the cafeteria was subdivided into multiple offices after rehabilitation. The main 
difference between before and after rehabilitation is that larger spaces are created by 
opening up multiple smaller spaces. This explains the decrease in the overall number of 
Figure 4.102: Frank Evans High School Area Division - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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spaces between before and after rehabilitation. The reason for these alterations were to 
create larger classrooms, laboratories, and a library resource center.  
 
Axis Spatial Characteristic 
 
Figure 4.103: Frank Evans High School Axis - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.104: Frank Evans High School Axis - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.105: Frank Evans High School Axis - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.106: Frank Evans High School Axis - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.107: Frank Evans High School Axis - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.108: Frank Evans High School Axis - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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From the diagrams it can be determined that the axes before and after 
rehabilitation are located in mostly the same locations on all floors. The axes before and 
after rehabilitation are created mostly by the long corridors that organize the layout of 
the building. These corridors are retained after rehabilitation, therefore the axes are 
also retained. Other axes located on the first and second floors are created by the 
centrally located openings in the lobby spaces. These central openings create an 
alignment with other spaces like the gymnasium and auditorium. The lobby spaces and 
openings are kept after rehabilitation which allows the axes in these spaces to be left 
intact as well.  
 
Circulation Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.109: Frank Evans High School Circulation - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.110: Frank Evans High School Circulation - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.111: Frank Evans High School Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.112: Frank Evans High School Circulation - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.113: Frank Evans High School Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The circulation patterns are mostly created by the corridor, elevators and 
stairway spaces before and after rehabilitation. The corridor, elevator and stairway 
spaces are designated circulation spaces, therefore most of the circulation paths are 
found in these areas. The long corridor spaces also orient and align the spaces in the 
building, creating the primary axes discussed in the previous section. The lobby spaces 
and openings also direct many of the circulation paths before and after rehabilitation. 
While most of the paths remain intact, a few alterations occur that affect the circulation 
pattern after rehabilitation.  The changes in the circulation pattern between before and 
after rehabilitation are a result of relocating partition walls and openings. This causes 
the redirection and relocation of circulation paths after rehabilitation. 
 
Figure 4.114: Frank Evans High School Circulation - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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Hierarchy Spatial Characteristic 
 
Figure 4.115: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.116: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.117: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.118: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.119: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.120: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The hierarchy of spaces was determined according to level of importance. The 
level of importance was based on the function of the space, level of finish and 
treatment of a space, and the size and location of the space in relation to other spaces 
in the building. The hierarchy levels are primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary spaces 
are the most important, followed by secondary spaces, then tertiary spaces. The darkest 
color represents a primary space, while the lightest represents a tertiary space. The 
color between the darkest and lightest represents a secondary space.  The building both 
before and after rehabilitation consists of primary spaces like the main lobbies and 
auditorium. Both before and after rehabilitation secondary spaces comprise most of the 
building. These spaces include the offices, classrooms, corridors, and gymnasium space. 
Before rehabilitation the cafeteria was also determined to be a secondary space. 
However, the cafeteria space does not exist after rehabilitation. The cafeteria becomes 
an open office area, making it a secondary space after rehabilitation. The tertiary spaces 
found before and after rehabilitation consist of service spaces like storage rooms, 
restrooms, the fire exit stairways, and mechanical rooms. The cafeteria kitchen was also 
determined to be a tertiary space before rehabilitation. This space is converted to 
offices after rehabilitation, creating multiple secondary spaces.  
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Sequence Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.121: Frank Evans High School Sequence - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.122: Frank Evans High School Sequence - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.123: Frank Evans High School Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.124: Frank Evans High School Sequence - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.125: Frank Evans High School Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.126: Frank Evans High School Sequence - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The sequence was determined by the types and volume of users that occupy the 
building. The sequence displays a darker path in spaces where there is high volume of 
users, and a lighter path where there is a low volume of users. The dots along the 
sequence path represent access points, where users can enter and exit the building. The 
dots also represent destination points, where users spend longer periods of time. The 
breaks in the sequence path represent where vertical circulation, like stairways are 
located. Before rehabilitation, the sequence paths located in the corridor spaces are 
continuous dark lines. This indicates that these sequence paths are occupied by a higher 
volume of users and more types of users. The corridors are spaces used by students, 
employees and visitors. The corridors are primary circulation spaces used to travel 
between other spaces, therefore experience the highest frequency and volume of users. 
This is also true after rehabilitation. The corridors after rehabilitation remain as public 
spaces and as the primary means of circulation. The lobby areas, gymnasium and 
auditorium before and after rehabilitation also experience high volumes of users, due to 
their function within the building. The more private spaces like classrooms and offices, 
which are used mostly only by students and employees, have lighter sequence paths. 
These spaces are not as frequently occupied and have a lower volume of users 
compared to other spaces within the building.  
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Hickman Hall 
Hickman Hall, located in Graniteville, South Carolina, was erected in 1907 by the 
Graniteville Manufacturing Company as a memorial to the late president Mr. 
H.H.Hickman.95 Recreation centers like Hickman Hall, in addition to building pools and 
clinics and forming community sports teams were part of welfare programs that many 
Southern textile companies were investing in. The notion was that these programs 
would appease workers and lessen conflict, as experienced in Northern mills.96 The 
building was designed by the architecture firm MacMurphy & Story of Augusta, Georgia. 
The firm’s work primarily consisted of churches, schools and commercial buildings in the 
Augusta area. In 1905 they designed St. Mary Help of Christians Church in Aiken, South 
Carolina, near Graniteville and shortly after the firm was commissioned for the building 
of Hickman Hall.97  
 
Hickman Hall originally served as a multi-purpose recreation center for the 
employees and community of Graniteville. Hickman Hall is a three-story, masonry, 
Neoclassical building, representative of the popular national aesthetic for civic buildings 
at the time.98 The exterior features a grand portico entrance, two-story fluted columns, 
                                                
95 “Hickman Memorial Hall, Graniteville, S.C.,” Architects’ and Builders’ Magazine, 1909, 61. 
96 Claire E. Jamieson, “Change in the Textile Mill Villages of South Carolina’s Upstate During the Modern 
South Era” (master’s thesis, University of Tennessee, 2010), 48. 
97 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Hickman Mill Historic District National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by Katherine Ferguson (Charleston, 2015) 1-32. 
98 Ibid, 23. 
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and a detailed cornice. South Carolina journalist, August Kohn wrote in 1907, “without 
exaggeration I regard this (Hickman Hall) as the most handsomest clubhouse building of 
any in the State of South Carolina”.99 The original building interior featured a large 
swimming pool, two bowling alleys, and showers in the basement. The floor above 
housed a library, an office, recreation rooms, and large hall. A gymnasium occupied the 
entire upper floor.100  
 
 
 
 
                                                
99 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Hickman Mill Historic District National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by Katherine Ferguson (Charleston, 2015) 23. 
100 “Hickman Memorial Hall, Graniteville, S.C.,” Architects’ and Builders’ Magazine, 1909, 61. 
Figure 4.127: Image of Hickman Hall ca. 1909 Courtesy of Macmurphy and Story Architects 
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Figure 4.128: Photograph of Hickman Hall "Card Room" ca. 1909 
Courtesy of Macmurphy and Story Architects 
Figure 4.129: Photograph of Hickman Hall Gymnasium ca. 1909 
Courtesy of Macmurphy and Story Architects 
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By 1944, Hickman Hall was converted to the Employment Center for the 
Graniteville Company, where employee health screenings were conducted and other 
administrative services were housed.101 During this time various alterations were made 
to the interior layout to accommodate the building’s new function. This included 
subdividing the basement and first floor, and moving the stair from the east side of the 
building to the central entrance hall. In the 1970’s Hickman Hall was primarily used for 
administrative and office space and once again required alterations. These alterations 
reorganized the layout on all three levels to accommodate additional office spaces. The 
layout prior to the rehabilitation of Hickman Hall mostly reflects that of the 1970’s 
renovation.  
 
Hickman Hall was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 2016, as 
part of the Hickman Mill Historic District. The importance of Hickman Hall within the 
community as well as its grand and detailed style represent its significance as a historic 
property.  
 
 
 
 
                                                
101 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Hickman Mill Historic District National Register for 
Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form, by Katherine Ferguson (Charleston, 2015) 23. 
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The rehabilitation of Hickman Hall was completed in 2014 by an architecture 
firm based in Atlanta, Georgia. The building was converted into offices, conference 
rooms and a museum. The rehabilitation focused on reestablishing the significant 
spaces such as the entry and hallways of the original Hickman Hall which had been lost 
Figure 4.130: Hickman Hall Office Spaces Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
Figure 4.131: Hickman Hall Office Space Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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during previous alterations. This was primarily done by redefining the entry hall and 
central circulation core, which represented the original entry area. The rehabilitation 
also performed repairs and replacements on the exterior of the building that included 
work on the two-story columns, portico, and decorative ironwork.102 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
102Dede Biles, “Hickman Hall Renovation Part of Planned Redevelopment of Graniteville,” Aiken Standard, 
September 6, 2015, http://www.aikenstandard.com/news/hickman-hall-renovation-part-of-planned-
redevelopment-of-graniteville/article_4e86330f-9427-562b-b862-1667b5521bb2.html. 
Figure 4.132: Hickman Hall After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
Figure 4.133: Hickman Hall After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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The following diagrams depict the spatial characteristics from before and after 
rehabilitation in the Hickman Hall case study. Following each set of diagrams are 
descriptions of each spatial characteristic. 
 
Area Division Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.134: Hickman Hall Area Division - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.135: Hickman Hall Area Division - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.136: Hickman Hall Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.137: Hickman Hall Area Division - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.138: Hickman Hall Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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Before rehabilitation, Hickman Hall was comprised of a total of 13 spaces. The 
individual area of spaces before rehabilitation ranges from 130ft2  to 3195 ft2. The 
largest spaces before rehabilitation are the gymnasium, bowling alley, and swimming 
pool areas.  After rehabilitation, the building has a total of 48 different spaces. The 
individual areas range from 10ft2  to 2775 ft2. The building’s area after rehabilitation is 
much more subdivided. After rehabilitation the building is comprised of many small 
offices and service spaces like restrooms, storage and mechanical rooms.  The diagrams 
help to show how much the building was partitioned after rehabilitation and how the 
larger spaces were divided to create the multiple smaller spaces.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.139: Hickman Hall Area Division - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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Axis Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.140: Hickman Hall Axis - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.141: Hickman Hall Axis - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.142: Hickman Hall Axis - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.143: Hickman Hall Axis - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.144: Hickman Hall Axis - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.145: Hickman Hall Axis - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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From the diagrams it can be determined that the axes vary in location and length 
between before and after rehabilitation The axes before rehabilitation are mostly 
created by the orientation and organization of the building. The axes before 
rehabilitation on the first floor are created by the adjoining building forms. The axis on 
the second floor is created by the central stair hall that organizes the surrounding 
spaces. The third floor features an open floor plan before rehabilitation. The axes on this 
floor reflect the orientation and directions of the building. The axes after rehabilitation 
are mostly created by corridor spaces that organize the surrounding spaces. The first 
floor after rehabilitation features two axes, created by the central stair hall and long 
corridor that aligns the office spaces. The second floor has one axis that is created by 
the central stair hall. The third floor also has a long corridor that aligns a series of office 
spaces. This corridor creates the axis on the third floor after rehabilitation.  
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Circulation Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.146: Hickman Hall Circulation - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.147: Hickman Hall Circulation - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.148: Hickman Hall Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.149: Hickman Hall Circulation - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.150: Hickman Hall Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.151: Hickman Hall Circulation - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The circulation patterns in Hickman Hall are mostly created by the entry and hall 
spaces before rehabilitation. Before rehabilitation on the first floor a circulation path is 
created by the main entrance through the bowling alley and into the swimming pool 
area to access the stair hall. The second floor before rehabilitation has a designated hall 
area. The hall serves as the primary circulation space on this floor in order to access the 
surrounding spaces. The third floor has an open floor plan. The circulation path reflects 
the open floor plan by following the perimeter of the space. This suggests an undefined 
and unrestricted circulation path. After rehabilitation the circulation pattern is more 
defined by the designated corridor spaces throughout the building. The first floor 
features a stair hall and corridor space that serve as the primary means of circulation on 
this floor. The second floor features mostly an open floor plan. The circulation path 
reflects the route that would provide access to the other spaces on this floor. The third 
floor has a corridor that provides access to the offices, conference room and service 
spaces. This corridor creates the primary circulation path on this level.  
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Hierarchy Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.152: Hickman Hall Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.153: Hickman Hall Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.154: Hickman Hall Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.155: Hickman Hall Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.156: Hickman Hall Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.157: Hickman Hall Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The hierarchy of spaces was determined according to level of importance. The 
level of importance was based on the function of the space, level of finish and 
treatment of a space, and the size and location of the space in relation to other spaces 
in the building. The hierarchy levels are primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary spaces 
are the most important, followed by secondary spaces, then tertiary spaces. The darkest 
color represents a primary space, while the lightest represents a tertiary space. The 
color between the darkest and lightest represents a secondary space. Before 
rehabilitation primary spaces comprise most of the building. These spaces include the 
central hall, library, and billiard and game rooms. These are determined to be primary 
spaces because of the level of decorative treatment these spaces received compared to 
that of the other spaces in the building. These spaces are also located on the main level 
of the building with a grand entry way.  Before rehabilitation the secondary spaces are 
the bowling alley, swimming pool area, office and gymnasium. These are ranked as 
secondary spaces because most are located on the basement level of the building, 
suggesting they are not as important as those on the main level. The office and 
gymnasium are located on the second and third floors, but are determined to be 
secondary spaces due to their function. The remaining spaces are the tertiary service 
spaces. These spaces include the restrooms, showers, and furnace and storage rooms.  
After rehabilitation most of the building is comprised of secondary spaces. This is 
because the building is mostly converted to office space. The only primary space after 
rehabilitation is the museum area on the second floor. This is determined to be a 
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primary space because of its function as an exhibition and museum space. This space is 
also the largest in size after rehabilitation. This suggests that this space is significant 
within the building. The secondary spaces include offices, corridors, and conference 
rooms. Much like before rehabilitation, the tertiary service spaces after rehabilitation 
include restrooms, staff kitchens, and storage and mechanical rooms.  
 
 
Sequence Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.158: Hickman Hall Sequence - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.159: Hickman Hall Sequence - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.160: Hickman Hall Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.161: Hickman Hall Sequence - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.162: Hickman Hall Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The sequence was determined by the types and volume of users that occupy the 
building. The sequence displays a darker path in spaces where there is high volume of 
users, and a lighter path where there is a low volume of users. The dots along the 
sequence path represent access points, where users can enter and exit the building. The 
dots also represent destination points, where users spend longer periods of time. The 
breaks in the sequence path represent where vertical circulation, like stairways are 
located.  Before rehabilitation, the sequence paths on all three levels show continuous 
dark lines. This indicates that these sequence paths are occupied by a high volume of 
users. All three levels are public spaces that are experienced frequently. The building 
before rehabilitation features many destination areas where visitors spend longer 
Figure 4.163: Hickman Hall Sequence - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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periods of time. These spaces are the swimming pool and bowling alley areas on the first 
floor, the recreation rooms on the second floor, and the gymnasium on the third floor. 
After rehabilitation the darker lines, which indicate higher volume, are shown in the 
corridor and stair hall spaces. These are the circulation spaces which are used to access 
all the other spaces within the building. After rehabilitation the offices on each floor and 
museum space serve as the destination points for visitors and employees.  
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The Westendorff 
The Westendorff, located in Charleston, South Carolina, was constructed circa 
1914. The Westendorff is an early 20th century commercial and residential building in 
Charleston’s urban setting.103 The building was constructed by the Sires and 
Westendorff Company. The Westendorff is a three-story stuccoed brick building, which 
originally featured a storefront on street level, a decorative pressed metal cornice, and a 
three-story piazza that extended across the entire south elevation.104  The interior 
featured an open space on the first level for retail and two residential apartments 
above. The piazza contained staircases leading to the second and third levels, providing 
separate and private access to the apartments. The apartments were organized with a 
central hall with rooms on either side. The building is similar in design and material to 
many other mixed use structures located throughout Charleston’s historic district.105 
The building was owned by the Westendorff family who operated a successful hardware 
store there and lived on the upper floors until the 1980’s.106 The Westendorff was listed 
as a contributing building in the Charleston Historic District in 1985.  
 
 
                                                
103 South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Westendorff Building Historic Preservation 
Certification Application, Charleston (June 24 1985). 
104 Ibid. 
105 Ibid. 
106 “Westendorff Hardware,” Julia F. Martin Architects, accessed January 2017, 
http://www.jfmarchitects.com/#/new-gallery/. 
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Figure 4.164: The Westendorff Second Floor Parlor Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Preservation Consultants, Inc. 
Figure 4.165: The Westendorff Second Floor Dining Room Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Preservation Consultants, Inc. 
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The building was vacant for more than 30 years before its rehabilitation in 2014. The 
rehabilitation of the Westendorff was done by a local Charleston architect. The new use 
of the building is a restaurant on the first level, with a private dining space on the 
second level, and an apartment on the third level.107 Little historic fabric existed at the 
time of the rehabilitation, therefore the project focused mainly on preserving the few 
finishes and features that were left intact, such as paint, wainscoting, and the cornice.108 
Although much of the interior was altered or damaged, framing was in place which 
showed the location of the original partition walls. While the rehabilitation restored 
many of these original partition walls in order to accommodate the new use, the 
relocation of the staircases and an addition of an elevator was required. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
107 “Westendorff Hardware,” Julia F. Martin Architects, accessed January 2017, 
http://www.jfmarchitects.com/#/new-gallery/. 
108 Steve Ramos, “The Westendorff: Part 2,” Buildings Are Cool Blog, August 23, 2015, 
http://www.buildingsarecool.com/new-blog/the-westendorff-2. 
Figure 4.166: The Westendorff Exterior Before Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Buildings Are Cool Blog 
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The following diagrams depict the spatial characteristics from before and after 
rehabilitation in the Westendorff case study. Following each set of diagrams are 
descriptions of each spatial characteristic. 
Figure 4.168: The Westendorff First Floor Interior After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
Figure 4.167: The Westendorff Exterior After Rehabilitation 
Courtesy of Buildings Are Cool Blog 
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Area Division Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.169: The Westendorff Area Division - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.170: The Westendorff Area Division - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.171: The Westendorff Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.172: The Westendorff Area Division - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.173: The Westendorff Area Division - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.174: The Westendorff Area Division - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The area division diagrams before rehabilitation show that the Westendorff 
Building was comprised of a total of 20 spaces. The area of the individual spaces before 
rehabilitation range from 95 ft2  to 2230 ft2. Most of the spaces before rehabilitation fall 
under 500 ft2 . After rehabilitation, the total number of spaces in the building increases 
to 30. The area of individual spaces after rehabilitation range from 15 ft2  to 1365 ft2. 
After rehabilitation over half of the spaces have areas that fall under 200 ft2. The 
diagrams show that the building after rehabilitation subdivided larger spaces to create 
smaller spaces. These alterations were made to create the spaces required for the new 
building use after rehabilitation. These spaces include service areas like restrooms and 
storage rooms and new circulation spaces.  
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Axis Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.175: The Westendorff Axis - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.176: The Westendorff Axis - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.177: The Westendorff Axis - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.178: The Westendorff Axis - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.179: The Westendorff Axis - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.180: The Westendorff Axis - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The axes before and after rehabilitation are based on the orientation of the 
building, alignment of spaces, and the placement of openings. Before rehabilitation the 
first floor is mostly an open floor plan. The axes on this floor reflect the directions of the 
building orientation. The second and third floor axes before rehabilitation are created 
by the central corridors which align the surrounding spaces.  The axes on these floors 
also follow the centrally placed large opening. This suggests a physical and visual 
connection between the opening and corridor space, which ultimately creates the axis. 
After rehabilitation, the axes on the first, second and third floors are created from the 
largest central opening that extends through the center of the building. The openings on 
each floor serve as a primary means of egress and helps to define the axes.  
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Circulation Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.181: The Westendorff Circulation - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.182: The Westendorff Circulation - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.183: The Westendorff Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.184: The Westendorff Circulation - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.185: The Westendorff Circulation - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.186: The Westendorff Circulation - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The circulation patterns reflect the interior configuration and openings of before 
and after rehabilitation. Before rehabilitation the circulation pattern on the first floor 
reflects the open floor plan. The circulation path follows the perimeter of the space, 
which suggests an undefined and unrestricted circulation route. This is a result of the 
lack of interior partitions and openings. The first floor also features two circulation paths 
for the stairways that provide access to the second floor. Before rehabilitation the 
second and third floors have circulation paths that are formed by the stairway and 
central corridor space. After rehabilitation the circulation pattern follows the new 
configuration on the first floor. The first floor after rehabilitation has new partition walls 
that direct the circulation path. The stairway is also relocated, which redirects the 
circulation path. The second floor circulation path follows the new wall configuration 
and opening placement after rehabilitation. This results in a more open floor plan which 
allows more circulation throughout the space. The third floor features remnants of the 
central corridor space from before rehabilitation. This allows for the circulation path to 
be partially retained. The third floor also alters the interior reconfiguration by removing 
walls. This opens the floor plan and allows more circulation through the space. 
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Hierarchy Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.187: The Westendorff Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.188: The Westendorff Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.189: The Westendorff Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.190: The Westendorff Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.191: The Westendorff Hierarchy - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.192: The Westendorff Hierarchy - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The hierarchy of spaces was determined according to level of importance. The 
level of importance was based on the function of the space, level of finish and 
treatment of a space, and the size and location of the space in relation to other spaces 
in the building. The hierarchy levels are primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary spaces 
are the most important, followed by secondary spaces, then tertiary spaces. The darkest 
color represents a primary space, while the lightest represents a tertiary space. The 
color between the darkest and lightest represents a secondary space. The Westendorff 
building featured mostly secondary spaces before rehabilitation. These spaces include 
the commercial retail space on the first floor, and most of the spaces in the apartments 
on the second and third floors. The remaining spaces in the building before 
rehabilitation were determined to be tertiary spaces. The tertiary spaces are the 
stairways and the small service space on the third floor. The stairways are determined 
to be tertiary spaces because of their size and location in respect to the other spaces in 
the building.  After rehabilitation the Westendorff is still comprised of mostly secondary 
spaces. These spaces include dining areas on the first and second floor, residential 
spaces on the third floor, and the piazzas and stairways throughout the building. The 
tertiary spaces after rehabilitation were determined to be the kitchens on the first and 
second floors, and the service spaces like restrooms, storage and mechanical rooms 
found throughout the building. The only primary space after rehabilitation is the private 
dining room on the second floor. This was determined to be a primary space because of 
its function and the size of the space in relation to the surrounding spaces.  
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Sequence Spatial Characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.193: The Westendorff Sequence - Before Rehabilitation First Floor 
Figure 4.194: The Westendorff Sequence - After Rehabilitation First Floor 
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Figure 4.195: The Westendorff Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Second Floor 
Figure 4.196: The Westendorff Sequence - After Rehabilitation Second Floor 
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Figure 4.197: The Westendorff Sequence - Before Rehabilitation Third Floor 
Figure 4.198: The Westendorff Sequence - After Rehabilitation Third Floor 
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The sequence was determined by the types and volume of users that occupy the 
building. The sequence displays a darker path in spaces where there is high volume of 
users, and a lighter path where there is a low volume of users. The dots along the 
sequence path represent access points, where users can enter and exit the building. The 
dots also represent destination points, where users spend longer periods of time. The 
breaks in the sequence path represent where vertical circulation, like stairways are 
located. Before rehabilitation, the sequence path in the commercial space on the first 
floor shows a continuous dark line. This indicates a high volume of users and multiple 
types of users that occupy the space. This space is the most public in the building. This 
suggests that the space is frequently occupied by both visitors and employees. For this 
reason, the sequence path was determined to experience a higher volume of users and 
more types of users. Before rehabilitation the second and third floors show lighter 
sequence paths, which indicates the volume of users is lower on these levels. The 
second and third floors experience a lower volume of users because they are private 
apartment units. Therefore, the users that occupy these spaces are mostly the 
residents.  After rehabilitation the first floor remains as the most public space in the 
building. This space is used as a restaurant after rehabilitation. This type of function 
attracts a high volume of users. The darker sequence path is located in the public dining 
room area. This indicates that this area is occupied frequently by both visitors and 
employees. The kitchen area on this floor is a private space, and is only occupied by 
employees, as indicated by the lighter sequence path. The second floor after 
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rehabilitation is used as a private dining room and kitchen. The private dining room 
experiences a lower volume of users compared to the dining room on the first floor. This 
is shown by the lighter sequence path in this space. The kitchen on the second floor is a 
private space, only occupied by employees. Therefore, experiences a lower volume of 
users. The third floor after rehabilitation is a private apartment unit. This space is the 
most private in the building as it is only occupied by the residents. This suggests a low 
volume of users, as indicated by the sequence path.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
This chapter presents a description of the patterns and trends found through the 
analysis of the six case study buildings. Evaluating the before rehabilitation and after 
rehabilitation plans of each case study building provides significant findings regarding 
the protection of spatial character. These findings suggest how The Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards are interpreted in each case study, as well as contributing useful 
information on how the Standards are applied in practice more generally. In order to 
provide insight to how the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards influence rehabilitation 
projects, this analysis examines the protection of specific spatial characteristics in each 
case study. The set of spatial characteristics are also used in this analysis to identify 
patterns between the case study buildings, thus informing the general treatment of 
these characteristics during the rehabilitation process. 
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The Old Exchange Building 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Old Exchange Building: Area Division 
 The following quantitative analysis displays the number of spaces in the Old 
Exchange Building before and after rehabilitation that fall in each area range. The areas 
before and after rehabilitation add to the same total area, but what is being analyzed 
here is the division or partitioning of space. This examines if the building is comprised of 
a few very large spaces, or many small spaces within the same building footprint. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Photograph of The Old Exchange Building Courtesy 
of South Carolina Department of Archives and History  
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The following charts display the percentages of each area range that comprises 
the building before and after rehabilitation. The data used in charts combines the total 
number of spaces on the first and second floors to calculate the overall percentage of 
each area range that makes up the building’s total area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
67%
16.5%
16.5%
The Old Exchange Building Area - Before 
Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Table 5.1: The Old Exchange Building Area Division by Floor 
Figure 5.2: The Old Exchange Building Area Division Before Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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The building before rehabilitation was comprised of a total of 12 spaces. Out of 
these 12 different spaces eight of them fall in the 0-500 ft2  area range, making up 67% 
of the building, while two spaces fall in the 501-1,000 ft2 area range, totaling 16.5%, and 
two fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range equal to 16.5% of the building. This suggests that 
more than half of the building is comprised of smaller spaces prior to rehabilitation, 
while the remaining building area is comprised of spaces that fall within the larger area 
ranges. After rehabilitation the Old Exchange Building consists of a total of 24 different 
spaces. There are 19 spaces that fall in the 0-500 ft2 area range, comprising 79% of the 
building, two spaces fall between the 501-1,000 ft2 area range, equal to 8% and three 
spaces fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range, making up the remaining 13% of the 
building’s area. These results show that after rehabilitation most of the building is still 
comprised of smaller spaces that fall in the 0-500 ft2 area range. There was also an 
79%
8%
13%
The Old Exchange Building Area - After 
Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Figure 5.3: The Old Exchange Building Area Division After Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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increase in the overall number of the spaces that fall in the 0-500 ft2 area range. The 
spaces within the mid-area range of 501-1,000 ft2 experience a decrease in overall 
number of spaces, therefore making up a less amount of the building’s area. The 
alterations that led to this result are due to the addition of necessary service spaces that 
were not present in the original building configuration, as well as the need to 
accommodate accessibility requirements. This accounts for the decrease of larger 
spaces to allow for the creation of new spaces, thus increasing the number of smaller 
service spaces. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity 
for the area characteristic after rehabilitation is 70%. 
 
The Old Exchange Building: Axis 
The axis analysis diagrams display the axes on each floor from before and after 
rehabilitation. The diagram presents the axes overlapped one another to show the 
location of the axes that were present before rehabilitation compared to the location of 
the new axes after rehabilitation. This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the 
placement and length of each axis. Shown in red are the axes from before rehabilitation, 
while the axes in blue represent those after rehabilitation. 
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The diagrams show that before rehabilitation there are total of two axes on both 
the first and second floor. After rehabilitation there are four axes on each of the first 
and second floors.  The total number of axes before rehabilitation doubles after 
rehabilitation. The location of two axes after rehabilitation on the second floor align 
with those before rehabilitation. This indicates that the axes before rehabilitation 
remain unaltered after rehabilitation. This result is due to the retention of the central 
Figure 5.4: The Old Exchange Building Axis Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.5: The Old Exchange Building Axis Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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hall space, which defines the axes for before and after the rehabilitation. The first floor 
axes after rehabilitation only partially align to those before rehabilitation. The axes after 
rehabilitation on the first floor follows the new configuration created by adding 
partition walls and new openings, whereas the axes before rehabilitation were located 
in a space with an open floor plan. The axes before rehabilitation were created from the 
orientation of the building as well as the centrally placed openings which create physical 
and visual access through the center of the building. The centrally placed openings help 
to align part of the new axes after rehabilitation which is where the two axes overlap in 
the diagram for the first floor. However, the axis after rehabilitation does not follow the 
entire length of the previous axis before rehabilitation. This is due to the addition of a 
wall that alters the length of the axis after rehabilitation. From this analysis it was 
determined that the percentage of conformity for the axis characteristic after 
rehabilitation is 88%. 
 
The Old Exchange Building: Circulation 
The circulation analysis diagrams display the multiple circulation paths from 
before and after rehabilitation overlapped one another for each level of the building. 
This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the placement of each path. Shown in 
red are the paths from before rehabilitation, while the paths in blue represent those 
after rehabilitation. 
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The results of the analysis diagrams show that the circulation pattern after 
rehabilitation is fairly similar between before and after rehabilitation on the second 
floor, but differ on the first floor. The retention of the circulation paths on the second 
floor is due to the similar spatial configuration between before and after rehabilitation. 
The second level before rehabilitation featured subdivided spaces on either side of a 
large, central, open space. After rehabilitation this layout remains fairly intact, thus 
Figure 5.6: The Old Exchange Building Circulation Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.7: The Old Exchange Building Circulation Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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retaining a similar circulation pattern. Before rehabilitation, 14 circulation paths existed 
on the first floor.  Six of the post-rehabilitation paths overlapped with the pre-
rehabilitation paths, out of the possible 14.  This shows that 43% of the circulation 
pattern of the pre-rehabilitation is retained. The circulation pattern differs between 
before and after rehabilitation on the first floor as a result of adding interior partition 
walls. Originally, the first floor was an open space, therefore the addition of partition 
walls after rehabilitation creates a more defined and directed circulation pattern 
compared to the previous. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of 
conformity for the circulation characteristic after rehabilitation is 55%. 
 
The Old Exchange Building: Hierarchy 
The hierarchy analysis diagram displays post-rehabilitation abstracted plans with 
the levels of hierarchy in each space. The numbers represent varying levels of 
importance. The spaces are ranked as primary, secondary or tertiary within the 
hierarchy system. Primary spaces are the most important and are represented in the 
diagrams with the number “1”. Secondary spaces are the next highest in the hierarchy 
system and are represented in the diagrams with a number “2”. Tertiary spaces are the 
least important and are represented with the number “3” in the diagrams. The diagrams 
display the hierarchy level from before rehabilitation with an arrow to a new number, 
which represents the hierarchy level after rehabilitation.  
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The hierarchy after rehabilitation at the Old Exchange Building changes 
significantly from the pre-rehabilitation. Out of 25 spaces after rehabilitation, eight 
remained at the same hierarchy level from before rehabilitation. The changes in 
hierarchy occur in this case study mostly when secondary spaces are converted to 
tertiary spaces. The reason for these changes are because the previous secondary 
Figure 5.8: The Old Exchange Building Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.9: The Old Exchange Building Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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spaces changed in use from before and after rehabilitation. The secondary spaces in the 
Old Exchange Building that changed to tertiary spaces were a result of converting what 
were once office spaces to service spaces such as restrooms, and a kitchen. Other 
changes in hierarchy between before and after rehabilitation were due to the less 
significant secondary spaces being converted to primary spaces. The previous secondary 
spaces were located in the large open area on the first floor that served as a public 
gathering place. After rehabilitation, these spaces were converted to impressive 
meeting rooms. This resulted in the shift from the mid- level to the highest ranking in 
hierarchy. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for 
the hierarchy characteristic after rehabilitation is 27%. 
 
The Old Exchange Building: Sequence 
The sequence analysis diagrams evaluate the spaces occupied by the different 
types of users as well as the approximate volume of users in each space. The red line 
represents the pre-rehabilitation sequence, while the blue line represents the post-
rehabilitation. The darker lines represent a higher volume of occupants, while the lighter 
lines communicate less volume. 
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Figure 5.10: The Old Exchange Building Sequence Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.11: The Old Exchange Building Sequence Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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The analysis of the Old Exchange Building sequence diagrams determined that 
after rehabilitation the sequence differs from before rehabilitation. The main reason is 
due to the first floor alterations. The first floor after rehabilitation still remains mostly 
public like before rehabilitation, but what alters the sequence on the first floor is the 
level of accessibility of the different types of users. The first floor before rehabilitation 
was an open arcade, used for public gatherings. After rehabilitation, the first floor is 
subdivided to create new spaces. Some of the new spaces after rehabilitation, such as 
the meeting rooms and a few service spaces, are generally not accessible to the public. 
This change after rehabilitation results in different types of users and volume levels on 
the first floor, whereas before rehabilitation these factors were consistent for the entire 
floor. The second floor sequence is partially retained after rehabilitation. Before 
rehabilitation the second floor housed office space and a great hall. The second floor 
after rehabilitation continued to be comprised of mostly office space as well as retaining 
the large assembly hall.  By serving similar uses, the second floor of the Old Exchange 
Building attracts the same type of user as well as similar user volume levels. The second 
floor before and after rehabilitation is occupied mostly by employees, therefore, the 
volume level is fairly low compared to that of more public spaces on the first floor. From 
this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the sequence 
characteristic after rehabilitation is 52%. 
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The Old Exchange Building Overall Analysis 
Through the analysis of the Old Exchange Building case study the overall level of 
change between “before” and “after” rehabilitation was determined to be moderate. 
The post-rehabilitation received a 51% score of overall conformity to the pre-
rehabilitation. This conclusion was derived from the analysis diagrams and data which 
are presented in the previous sections.  
The following chart displays how closely each spatial characteristic after 
rehabilitation conforms to the pre-rehabilitation spatial characteristics.  The three 
columns indicate high, moderate, and low levels of conformity. The percentages listed in 
the table are derived from the analysis which is detailed in the previous portions of this 
chapter section. These percentages are useful to show the precise quantitative value of 
conformity, beyond the range of conformity represented by the three column headings.  
 
The Old Exchange 
Building 
Rehabilitation 
Conforms to                      
Pre-Rehabilitation                
75%-100% 
Moderately Conforms 
to Pre-Rehabilitation 
50%-74% 
Does Not Conform to 
Pre-Rehabilitation        
0%-49% 
Area Division   70%   
Axis 88%     
Circulation   55%   
Hierarchy     27% 
Sequence    52%  
 
 
Table 5.2: The Old Exchange Building Overall Spatial Characteristic Analysis 
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Lowman Hall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lowman Hall: Area Division 
The following quantitative analysis displays the number of spaces in Lowman 
Hall before and after rehabilitation that fall in each area range. The areas before and 
after rehabilitation add to the same total area, but what is being analyzed here is the 
division or partitioning of space. This examines if the building is comprised of a few very 
large spaces, or many small spaces within the same building footprint.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Photograph of Lowman Hall 
Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
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The following charts display the percentages of each area range that comprises 
the building before and after rehabilitation. The data used in the charts combines the 
total number of spaces of the first and second levels to calculate the overall percentage 
of each area range. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
61%
35%
4%
Lowman Hall Area - Before Rehabilitation
Range 0-300 ft2
Range 301-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Table 5.3: Lowman Hall Area Division by Floor 
Figure 5.13: Lowman Hall Area Division Before Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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Lowman Hall before rehabilitation was comprised of a total of 82 spaces. Out of 
these 82 different spaces 50 of them fall in the 0-500 ft2  area range, making up 61% of 
the building, while 29 spaces fall in the 501-1,000 ft2 area range, totaling 35%, and three 
fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range equal to 4% of the building. This indicates that most 
of the building is comprised of smaller, subdivided spaces before rehabilitation, while 
there are very few spaces that fall in the largest area range. After rehabilitation the 
building consists of a total of 89 different spaces. There are 69 spaces that fall in the 0-
500 ft2 area range, comprising 78% of the building, 16 spaces fall between the 501-1,000 
ft2 area range, equal to 18% and four spaces fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range, making 
up the remaining 8% of the building’s area. These results determine that after 
rehabilitation most of the building is still comprised of smaller spaces. In addition, the 
total number of spaces in the 0-500 ft2 area range increases after rehabilitation. The 
spaces in the 1,001-10,000 area range remain fairly similar, and make up the same 
78%
18%
4%
Lowman Hall Area - After Rehabilitation
Range 0-300 ft2
Range 301-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Figure 5.14: Lowman Hall Area Division After Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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percentage of the building’s total area.  The most significant changes in area division 
between before and after rehabilitation occurs in the spaces in the 0-500 ft2   and 501-
1,000 ft2 area ranges. This is due to the partitioning and subdividing of spaces that fall in 
the 501-1,000 ft2 area range to make smaller spaces which fall in the 0-500 ft2 area 
range. This accounts for the decrease of the total number of spaces in the 501-1,000 ft2 
area range to create new spaces that fall within the 0-500 ft2 area range, thus increasing 
the number of spaces in this area range. From this analysis it was determined that the 
percentage of conformity for the area characteristic after rehabilitation is 74%. 
 
Lowman Hall: Axis 
The axis analysis diagrams display the axes from before and after rehabilitation 
overlapped one another. This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the placement 
and length of each axis. Shown in red are the axes from before rehabilitation, while the 
axes in blue represent those after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.15: Lowman Hall Axis Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.16: Lowman Hall Axis Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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From these diagrams it is clear that the axes from before rehabilitation remain 
intact after rehabilitation. The axes after rehabilitation completely overlap the axes 
from before rehabilitation. This indicates that the orientation and alignment of the 
interior layout is consistent between before and after rehabilitation. These axes are 
created by the visual and physical connection of the long corridor spaces on each floor. 
These spaces remain unaltered between before and after rehabilitation, therefore the 
axes are completely retained. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage 
of conformity for the axis characteristic after rehabilitation is 100%. 
 
Lowman Hall: Circulation 
The circulation analysis diagrams display the multiple circulation paths from 
before and after rehabilitation overlapped one another for each level of the building. 
This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the placement of each path. Shown in 
red are the paths from before rehabilitation, while the paths in blue represent those 
after rehabilitation. 
 
 
Figure 5.17: Lowman Hall Axis Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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The circulation pattern after rehabilitation at Lowman Hall is the same as before 
rehabilitation. All of the circulation paths after rehabilitation overlapped with the 
circulation paths from before rehabilitation. The results of the analysis diagrams show 
that the circulation paths between before and after rehabilitation align and are in the 
same locations. The circulation paths before rehabilitation are created by the corridor 
spaces. These spaces are retained after rehabilitation, therefore the circulation pattern 
Figure 5.18: Lowman Hall Circulation Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.19: Lowman Hall Circulation Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.20: Lowman Hall Circulation Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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is retained as well. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of 
conformity for the circulation characteristic after rehabilitation is 100%. 
 
Lowman Hall: Hierarchy 
 The hierarchy analysis diagram displays post-rehabilitation abstracted plans with 
the levels of hierarchy in each space. The numbers represent varying levels of 
importance. The spaces are ranked as primary, secondary or tertiary within the 
hierarchy system. Primary spaces are the most important and are represented in the 
diagrams with the number “1”. Secondary spaces are the next highest in the hierarchy 
system and are represented in the diagrams with a number “2”. Tertiary spaces are the 
least important and are represented with the number “3” in the diagrams. The diagrams 
display the hierarchy level from before rehabilitation with an arrow to a new number, 
which represents the hierarchy level after rehabilitation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.21: Lowman Hall Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
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The hierarchy after rehabilitation at Lowman Hall mostly conforms to before 
rehabilitation. After rehabilitation, 70 spaces remained at the same hierarchy level 
between before and after rehabilitation out of 89 spaces. The changes in hierarchy 
mostly occur when a secondary space is converted to a tertiary or when a tertiary space 
is converted to a secondary space. The reason for these changes are because the 
previous tertiary and secondary spaces changed in use from before and after 
rehabilitation. The tertiary spaces that were converted to secondary spaces were a 
Figure 5.22: Lowman Hall Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.23: Lowman Hall Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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result of converting a service space to an office space after rehabilitation, or because 
the previous service spaces were subdivided to create new office spaces. The secondary 
spaces that were converted to tertiary spaces after rehabilitation changed due to a 
previous bedroom space being converted into a service space such as a restroom, 
storage or mechanical space. There are four instances where secondary spaces are 
converted to primary spaces. This occurs when multiple bedroom spaces on the third 
floor are used to create a new conference room.  As the conference room is one of the 
largest rooms in the entire building after rehabilitation this suggests its high level of 
importance within the hierarchy. The other secondary spaces that are converted to 
tertiary after rehabilitation are the central corridor spaces.  The reason for this change is 
because after rehabilitation the corridor spaces receive more finished and decorative 
treatments compared to before rehabilitation. Therefore, the corridor spaces are 
regarded as more important spaces after rehabilitation. From this analysis it was 
determined that the percentage of conformity for the hierarchy characteristic after 
rehabilitation is 74%. 
 
Lowman Hall: Sequence 
The sequence analysis diagrams evaluate the spaces occupied by the different 
types of users as well as the approximate volume of users in each space. The red line 
represents the pre-rehabilitation sequence, while the blue line represents the post-
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rehabilitation. The darker lines represent a higher volume of occupants, while the lighter 
lines communicate less volume. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.24: Lowman Hall Sequence Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.25: Lowman Hall Sequence Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.26: Lowman Hall Sequence Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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The sequence through Lowman Hall after rehabilitation highly conformed to the 
pre-rehabilitation sequence. The sequence is retained after rehabilitation mostly due to 
the new use of the building being compatible with the previous use before 
rehabilitation. Before rehabilitation the building was used as a dormitory, and after 
rehabilitation the building was converted to offices and administrative spaces. Between 
before and after rehabilitation the building features many of the same spaces that have 
simply been converted to accommodate a new use. This allows for the number of 
destination points and the volume of occupants to remain consistent between before 
and after rehabilitation. The types of occupants are the main difference between before 
and after rehabilitation. The building was mostly occupied by residents before 
rehabilitation. After rehabilitation visitors and employees occupy the more public spaces 
like the corridors and conference room, and the destination spaces are occupied mostly 
by employees. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity 
for the sequence characteristic after rehabilitation is 90%. 
 
Lowman Hall Overall Analysis 
Through the analysis of the Lowman Hall case study the overall level of change 
between “before” and “after” rehabilitation was determined to be low. The post-
rehabilitation received an 88% score of overall conformity to the pre-rehabilitation. This 
conclusion was derived from the analysis diagrams and data which are presented in the 
previous sections.  
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The following chart displays how closely each spatial characteristic after 
rehabilitation conforms to the pre-rehabilitation spatial characteristics.  The three 
columns indicate high, moderate, and low levels of conformity. The percentages listed in 
the table are derived from the analysis which is detailed in the previous portions of this 
chapter section. These percentages are useful to show the precise quantitative value of 
conformity, beyond the range of conformity represented by the three column headings.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lowman Hall 
Rehabilitation 
Conforms to                      
Pre-Rehabilitation                
75%-100% 
Moderately Conforms 
to Pre-Rehabilitation 
50%-74% 
Does Not Conform to 
Pre-Rehabilitation        
0%-49% 
Area Division   74%   
Axis 100%     
Circulation 100%     
Hierarchy   74%   
Sequence 90%     
Table 5.4: Lowman Hall Overall Spatial Characteristic Analysis 
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Brennen Building 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brennen Building: Area Division 
The following quantitative analysis displays the number of spaces in the Brennen 
Building before and after rehabilitation that fall in each area range. The areas before 
and after rehabilitation add to the same total area. What is being analyzed here is the 
division or partitioning of space. This examines if the building is comprised of a few very 
large spaces, or many small spaces within the same building footprint. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.27: Photograph of the Brennen Building 
Courtesy of Studio2LR 
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The following charts display the percentages of each area range that comprises 
the building before and after rehabilitation. The data used in the charts combines the 
total number of spaces of the first and second levels to calculate the overall percentage 
of each area range. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
63%
26%
11%
Brennen Building Area - Before Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Table 5.5: Brennen Building Area Division by Floor 
Figure 5.28: Brennen Building Area Division Before Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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The building prior to rehabilitation was comprised of a total of 19 spaces. Out of 
these 19 different spaces 12 of them fall in the 0-500 ft2  area range, making up 63% of 
the building, while five spaces fall in the 501-1,000 ft2 area range, totaling 26%, and two 
fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range equal to 11% of the building. This suggests that most 
of the Brennen building is comprised of smaller, subdivided spaces prior to 
rehabilitation. After rehabilitation the Brennen building consists of a total of 25 different 
spaces. There are 16 spaces that fall in the 0-500 ft2 area range, comprising 64% of the 
building, seven spaces fall between the 501-1,000 ft2 area range, equal to 28% and two 
spaces fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range, making up the remaining 8% of the building’s 
area. These results confirm that after rehabilitation most of the building is still 
comprised of smaller spaces that fall in the 0-500 ft2 area range. The other area ranges 
remain fairly similar as well, indicating that many of the spaces retain their dimensions 
64%
28%
8%
Brennen Building Area - After Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Figure 5.29: Brennen Building Area Division After Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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from before rehabilitation. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of 
conformity for the area characteristic after rehabilitation is 82%. 
 
Brennen Building: Axis 
The axis analysis diagrams display the axes from before and after rehabilitation 
overlapped one another. This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the placement 
and length of each axis. Shown in red are the axes from before rehabilitation, while the 
axes in blue represent those after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.30: Brennen Building Axis Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.31: Brennen Building Axis Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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From these diagrams it is clear that the axes from before and after rehabilitation 
are mostly the same. This indicates that the orientation and alignment of axes remains 
consistent between before and after rehabilitation. The axes before rehabilitation are 
created by the long rectangular spaces on the first floor and the visual and physical 
connection created by the upper stair hall and the central hallway. These spaces remain 
intact between before and after rehabilitation, with the exception of the axis created by 
the central hall on the first floor before rehabilitation. After rehabilitation this space is 
subdivided and does not act as a linear space as it once did before rehabilitation. This 
results in the loss of this axis after rehabilitation. From this analysis it was determined 
that the percentage of conformity for the axis characteristic after rehabilitation is 83%. 
 
Brennen Building: Circulation 
The circulation analysis diagrams display the multiple circulation paths from 
before and after rehabilitation overlapped for each level of the building. This visual 
comparison allows for the analysis of the placement of each path. Shown in red are the 
paths from before rehabilitation, while the paths in blue represent those after 
rehabilitation. 
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The results of the analysis diagrams show that the circulation is fairly similar 
between before and after rehabilitation. Out of 18 different circulation paths 16.5 
overlapped. The circulation pattern after rehabilitation follows that of before 
rehabilitation with the exception of where it deviates in the central hall on the first 
floor. The paths diverge here because after the rehabilitation the central hall is 
shortened and the staircase is relocated, therefore redirecting the circulation path. 
From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the 
circulation characteristic after rehabilitation is 88%. 
Figure 5.32: Brennen Building Circulation Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.33: Brennen Building Circulation Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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Brennen Building: Hierarchy        
 The hierarchy analysis diagram displays post-rehabilitation abstracted plans with 
the levels of hierarchy in each space. The numbers represent varying levels of 
importance. The spaces are ranked as primary, secondary or tertiary within the 
hierarchy system. Primary spaces are the most important and are represented in the 
diagrams with the number “1”. Secondary spaces are the next highest in the hierarchy 
system and are represented in the diagrams with a number “2”. Tertiary spaces are the 
least important and are represented with the number “3” in the diagrams. The diagrams 
display the hierarchy level from before rehabilitation with an arrow to a new number, 
which represents the hierarchy level after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.34: Brennen Building Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
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The hierarchy after rehabilitation at the Brennen building conforms to that of the 
pre-rehabilitation. Out of 23 spaces, 20 remained at the same hierarchy level from 
before and after rehabilitation. The changes in hierarchy occur when secondary spaces 
are converted to a tertiary or primary space. The reason for these changes are because 
the previous secondary spaces changed in use from before and after rehabilitation. The 
secondary space on the first floor that was converted to a tertiary space was a result of 
placing a service space where there was once a continuation of the central stair hall. The 
secondary space on the second floor that was converted to a tertiary space changed due 
to a previous office space being converted into a staff break room and kitchen. The 
space that changed from a secondary to a primary space was due to a previous hallway 
being converted into a gallery space with an atrium, thus making it a more significant 
space. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the 
hierarchy characteristic after rehabilitation is 86%. 
 
Figure 5.35: Brennen Building Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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Brennen Building: Sequence 
The sequence analysis diagrams evaluate the spaces occupied by the different 
types of users as well as the approximate volume of users in each space. The red line 
represents the pre-rehabilitation sequence, while the blue line represents the post-
rehabilitation. The darker lines represent a higher volume of occupants, while the lighter 
lines communicate less volume. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.36: Brennen Building Sequence Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.37: Brennen Building Sequence Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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The sequence throughout the Brennen building after rehabilitation mostly 
conformed to the pre-rehabilitation sequence. The sequence is retained through the 
rehabilitation mostly due to the new use of the building being compatible with that of 
the previous. The new use features public retail spaces on the first floor and offices on 
the second. The previous use had similar types of spaces on each level. The public 
spaces are typically occupied by visitors and experience a larger volume of occupants, 
while the spaces on the upper level are occupied by employees and experience less 
volume of occupants. Since these patterns are consistent between before and after 
rehabilitation the sequence order and volume remains intact. From this analysis it was 
determined that the percentage of conformity for the sequence characteristic after 
rehabilitation is 81%. 
 
Brennen Building Overall Analysis 
Through the analysis of the Brennen Building case study the overall level of 
change between “before” and “after” rehabilitation was determined to be low. The 
post-rehabilitation received an 84% score of overall conformity to the pre-rehabilitation. 
This conclusion was derived from the analysis diagrams and data which are presented in 
the previous sections.  
The following chart displays how closely each spatial characteristic after 
rehabilitation conforms to the pre-rehabilitation spatial characteristics.  The three 
columns indicate high, moderate, and low levels of conformity. The percentages listed in 
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the table are derived from the analysis which is detailed in the previous portions of this 
chapter section. These percentages are useful to show the precise quantitative value of 
conformity, beyond the range of conformity represented by the three column headings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brennen Building 
Rehabilitation 
Conforms to Pre-
Rehabilitation                
75%-100% 
Moderately Conforms 
to Pre-Rehabilitation 
50%-74% 
Does Not Conform to 
Pre-Rehabilitation        
0%-49% 
Area Division 82%     
Axis 83%     
Circulation 88%     
Hierarchy 86%     
Sequence 81%     
Table 5.6: Brennen Building Overall Spatial Characteristic Analysis 
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Frank Evans High School 
 
 
 
 
 
Frank Evans High School: Area Division 
The following quantitative analysis displays the number of spaces in Frank Evans 
High School before and after rehabilitation that fall in each area range. The areas before 
and after rehabilitation add to the same total area, but what is being analyzed here is 
the division or partitioning of space. This examines if the building is comprised of a few 
very large spaces, or many small spaces within the same building footprint. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.38: Photograph of Frank Evans High School Courtesy 
of South Carolina Department of Archives & History 
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The following charts display the percentages of each area range that comprises the 
building before and after rehabilitation. The data used in the charts combines the total 
number of spaces of the first and second levels to calculate the overall percentage of 
each area range. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
80%
13%
7%
Frank Evans High School - Before Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Table 5.7: Frank Evans High School Area Division by Floor  
Figure 5.39: Frank Evans High School Area Division Before Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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The building before rehabilitation was comprised of a total of 259 spaces. Out of 
these 259 spaces, 208 of them fall in the 0-500 ft2  area range, making up 80% of the 
building, while 32 spaces fall in the 501-1,000 ft2 area range, totaling 13%, and 19 fall 
above the 1,001 ft2 area range equal to 7% of the building. These percentages show that 
most of the building’s total area is comprised of smaller, subdivided spaces before 
rehabilitation. After rehabilitation the building consists of a total of 237 different spaces. 
This number shows an overall decrease in the total number of spaces after 
rehabilitation. Out of the 237 spaces after rehabilitation, 179 spaces fall in the 0-500 ft2 
area range, comprising 75% of the building, 40 spaces fall between the 501-1,000 ft2 
area range, equal to 17% and 18 spaces fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range, making up 
the remaining 8% of the building’s area. These results confirm that after rehabilitation 
the majority of the building is still comprised of smaller spaces that fall in the 0-500 ft2 
75%
17%
8%
Frank Evans High School - After Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Figure 5.40: Frank Evans High School Area Division After Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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area range. The other area ranges remain fairly similar as well, only varying by 1% and 
5%. This indicates that many of the spaces retain their dimensions from before 
rehabilitation. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity 
for the area characteristic after rehabilitation is 88%. 
 
Frank Evans High School: Axis 
The axis analysis diagrams display the axes on each floor from before and after 
rehabilitation. The diagram presents the axes overlapped one another to show the 
location of the axes that were present before rehabilitation compared to the location of 
the new axes after rehabilitation. This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the 
placement and length of each axis. Shown in red are the axes from before rehabilitation, 
while the axes in blue represent those after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.41: Frank Evans High School Axis Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
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From these diagrams it is clear that the axes from before and after rehabilitation 
are remain mostly the same. This indicates that the orientation and alignment of the 
interior layout remains consistent between before and after rehabilitation. These axes 
are created by the long corridor spaces on each level, the linear orientation of the large 
Figure 5.42: Frank Evans High School Axis Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.43: Frank Evans High School Axis Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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gymnasium and auditorium spaces, and the visual and physical connection created by 
multiple openings in the lobby areas.  The only axis that does not completely overlap 
between before and after rehabilitation is one of the vertical axes on the second floor. 
The post-rehabilitation axis aligns partially with the pre-rehabilitation axis, but does not 
follow the entire length of the pre-rehabilitation axis. This is due to the placement of a 
new interior partition wall after rehabilitation that shortens the length of this axis.   
From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the axis 
characteristic after rehabilitation is 98%. 
 
Frank Evans High School: Circulation 
The circulation analysis diagrams display the multiple circulation paths from 
before and after rehabilitation overlapped one another for each level of the building. 
This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the placement of each path. Shown in 
red are the paths from before rehabilitation, while the paths in blue represent those 
after rehabilitation. 
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Figure 5.44: Frank Evans High School Circulation Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.45: Frank Evans High School Circulation Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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The circulation pattern after rehabilitation in Frank Evans High School mostly 
conforms to that before rehabilitation. Out of 53 different circulation paths 44 
overlapped. The results of the analysis diagrams show that the circulation is fairly similar 
between before and after rehabilitation in the entry and corridor spaces. The circulation 
pattern between before and after rehabilitation differs mostly on the first and second 
floors. The paths diverge on these floors mostly because after the rehabilitation 
openings and walls were relocated or reconfigured, thus redirecting the circulation 
pattern. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the 
circulation characteristic after rehabilitation is 83%. 
 
Figure 5.46: Frank Evans High School Circulation Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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Frank Evans High School: Hierarchy 
 The hierarchy analysis diagram displays post-rehabilitation abstracted plans with 
the levels of hierarchy in each space. The spaces are ranked as primary, secondary, or 
tertiary spaces before and after rehabilitation.  The numbers in the diagrams correspond 
to the varying levels of importance. The diagrams display the hierarchy number level 
from before rehabilitation with an arrow to a new number, which represents the 
hierarchy level after rehabilitation.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.47: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
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 Figure 5.48: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.49: Frank Evans High School Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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The hierarchy after rehabilitation at Frank Evans High School mostly conforms to 
before rehabilitation. This suggests that while most of the hierarchy levels remain 
consistent between before and after rehabilitation some alterations did occur. In this 
case study most of the changes in hierarchy occur when a secondary space is converted 
to a tertiary space or when a tertiary space is converted to a secondary space.  The 
reason for these changes are because the previous spaces changed in use from before 
and after rehabilitation. The secondary spaces that were converted to “level 1” spaces 
were a result of placing a service space where there was once an office or classroom. 
The tertiary spaces that were converted to secondary spaces changed due to a previous 
office, classroom or corridor space being converted to additional service spaces, like 
restrooms, and mechanical and storage spaces. From this analysis it was determined 
that the percentage of conformity for the hierarchy characteristic after rehabilitation is 
81%. 
 
Frank Evans High School: Sequence 
The sequence analysis diagrams evaluate the spaces occupied by the different 
types of users as well as the approximate volume of users in each space. The red line 
represents the pre-rehabilitation sequence, while the blue line represents the post-
rehabilitation. The darker lines represent a higher volume of occupants, while the lighter 
lines communicate less volume. 
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Figure 5.50: Frank Evans High School Sequence Analysis - First Floor 
Figure 5.51: Frank Evans High School Sequence Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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The sequence through Frank Evans High School before rehabilitation is largely 
retained after rehabilitation. The sequence is retained through the rehabilitation mostly 
due to the new use of the building being similar to that of the previous. Both before and 
after rehabilitation the building features many of the same types of spaces, such as 
offices, classrooms, a gymnasium and auditorium. This allows the types and volume of 
occupants to remain consistent between before and after rehabilitation. The public 
spaces, such as the lobbies and corridors are typically occupied by visitors, students and 
employees, therefore these spaces experience a larger volume of occupants. 
Destination spaces such as offices and classrooms are occupied by employees and 
students and experience less volume of occupants. This analysis determined that the 
percentage of conformity for the sequence characteristic after rehabilitation is 90%. 
Figure 5.52: Frank Evans High School Sequence Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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Frank Evans High School Overall Analysis 
Through the analysis of the Frank Evan High School case study the overall level of 
change between “before” and “after” rehabilitation was determined to be low. The 
post-rehabilitation received an 88% score of overall conformity to the pre-rehabilitation. 
This conclusion was derived from the analysis diagrams and data which are presented in 
the previous sections. 
The following chart displays how closely each spatial characteristic after 
rehabilitation conforms to the pre-rehabilitation spatial characteristics.  The three 
columns indicate high, moderate, and low levels of conformity. The percentages listed in 
the table are derived from the analysis which is detailed in the previous portions of this 
chapter section. These percentages are useful to show the precise quantitative value of 
conformity, beyond the range of conformity represented by the three column headings. 
Frank Evans High 
School Rehabilitation 
Conforms to                      
Pre-Rehabilitation                
75%-100% 
Moderately Conforms 
to Pre-Rehabilitation 
50%-74% 
Does Not Conform 
to Pre-Rehabilitation 
0%-49% 
Area Division 88%     
Axis 98%     
Circulation 83%     
Hierarchy 81%     
Sequence 90%     
 
 
Table 5.8: Frank Evans High School Overall Spatial Characteristic Analysis 
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Hickman Hall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hickman Hall: Area Division 
The following quantitative analysis displays the number of spaces in Hickman 
Hall before and after rehabilitation that fall in each area range. The areas before and 
after rehabilitation add to the same total area, but what is being analyzed here is the 
division or partitioning of space. This examines if the building is comprised of a few very 
large spaces, or many small spaces within the same building footprint. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.53: Photograph of Hickman Hall 
Courtesy of The Aiken Standard 
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The following charts display the percentages of each area range that comprises 
the building before and after rehabilitation. The data used in the charts combines the 
total number of spaces of the first and second levels to calculate the overall percentage 
of each area range. 
 
  
 
Table 5.9: Hickman Hall Area Division by Floor 
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The building prior to rehabilitation was comprised of a total of 13 spaces. Out of 
these 13 spaces eight of them fall in the 0-500 ft2  area range, making up 62% of the 
building, while two spaces fall in the 501-1,000 ft2 area range, totaling 15%, and three 
fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range equal to 23% of the building. These percentages show 
that a little over half of Hickman Hall’s total area is comprised of smaller, subdivided 
62%15%
23%
Hickman Hall Area - Before Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
92%
4% 4%
Hickman Hall Area - After Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Figure 5.54: Hickman Hall Area Division Before Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
Figure 5.55: Hickman Hall Area Division After Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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spaces prior to rehabilitation. The remaining building area is divided between the two 
other area ranges. After rehabilitation the building consists of a total of 48 different 
spaces. This represents a significant increase in the total number of spaces after 
rehabilitation. Out of the 48 spaces after rehabilitation, 44 spaces fall in the 0-500 ft2 
area range, comprising 92% of the building, two spaces fall between the 501-1,000 ft2 
area range, equal to 4% and two spaces fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range, making up 
the remaining 4% of the building’s area. These results confirm that after rehabilitation 
the majority of the building is comprised of smaller spaces that fall in the 0-500 ft2 area 
range. Although this result is consistent between before and after rehabilitation, the 
remaining area ranges decrease by a significant amount due to the increase in smaller 
spaces after rehabilitation. The alterations that led to this decrease were a result of 
increased subdivision of the larger areas to create more office space to accommodate 
the new use after rehabilitation. From this analysis it was determined that the 
percentage of conformity for the area characteristic after rehabilitation is 33%. 
 
Hickman Hall: Axis 
The axis analysis diagrams display the axes on each floor from before and after 
rehabilitation. The diagram presents the axes overlapped one another to show the 
location of the axes that were present before rehabilitation compared to the location of 
the new axes after rehabilitation. This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the 
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placement and length of each axis. Shown in red are the axes from before rehabilitation, 
while the axes in blue represent those after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.56: Hickman Hall Axis Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.57: Hickman Hall Axis Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.58: Hickman Hall Axis Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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The diagrams show that before rehabilitation there are two axes on each the 
first and third floor, and one axis on the second floor. Like before rehabilitation, after 
the rehabilitation there are two axes on the first floor and one axis on the second floor. 
The third floor after rehabilitation has one axis.  The total number of axes after 
rehabilitation decreases after rehabilitation. The location of the axis after rehabilitation 
on the second floor aligns with the axis before rehabilitation. This axis is created by the 
central hall which is retained after rehabilitation. The length of this axis is partially 
altered due to the reconfiguration of the central hall after rehabilitation. The axes after 
rehabilitation on the first floor are similar to those before rehabilitation, however they 
are slightly offset from one another. This is due to the creation of a new corridor after 
the rehabilitation that realigns the spaces on the first floor. The axes on the third floor 
before rehabilitation are a result of the direction and orientation of the open floor plan 
on this level. The third floor after rehabilitation has one axis, created by the long 
corridor that organizes the other spaces.  The reconfiguration of the building layout is 
the reason for many of these changes between before and after rehabilitation. From 
this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the axis 
characteristic after rehabilitation is 54%. 
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Hickman Hall: Circulation 
The circulation analysis diagrams display the multiple circulation paths from 
before and after rehabilitation overlapped one another for each level of the building. 
This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the placement of each path. Shown in 
red are the paths from before rehabilitation, while the paths in blue represent those 
after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.59: Hickman Hall Circulation Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.60: Hickman Hall Circulation Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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The results of the analysis diagrams show that the circulation patterns 
experience significant variation between before and after rehabilitation. The circulation 
path after rehabilitation is most similar to that before rehabilitation on the first floor. 
This is due to the reestablishment of the central stair hall and corridor that follows the 
original circulation path. The second and third floor experience a change in circulation 
pattern largely due to the reconfiguration of spaces on each level before and after 
rehabilitation. The second floor before rehabilitation is comprised of four main spaces 
located off of a central stair hall. After rehabilitation this level is mostly an open floor 
plan with a central service area. This alteration changes the more direct and defined 
circulation path from before rehabilitation to a less restricted path after rehabilitation, 
as a result of the newly created open floor plan. The third floor plan experiences a 
similar change, however this level featured an open floor plan before rehabilitation 
while the reconfiguration after rehabilitation creates a more subdivided floorplan.  This 
Figure 5.61: Hickman Hall Circulation Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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results in the change from a less defined circulation pattern before rehabilitation to a 
very clearly defined pattern that follows the floorplan configuration after rehabilitation. 
From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the 
circulation characteristic after rehabilitation is 34%. 
 
Hickman Hall: Hierarchy 
The hierarchy analysis diagram displays post-rehabilitation abstracted plans with 
the levels of hierarchy in each space. The spaces are ranked as primary, secondary, or 
tertiary spaces before and after rehabilitation.  The numbers in the diagrams correspond 
to the varying levels of importance. The diagrams display the hierarchy number level 
from before rehabilitation with an arrow to a new number, which represents the 
hierarchy level after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.62: Hickman Hall Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
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The hierarchy after rehabilitation at Hickman Hall is determined to moderately 
conform to the pre-rehabilitation hierarchy. Out of 43 spaces after rehabilitation, 24 
remained at the same hierarchy level from before rehabilitation. The changes in 
hierarchy occur in this case study mostly when a secondary space is converted to a 
tertiary or primary space. The reason for these changes are because the previous 
secondary spaces changed in use between before and after rehabilitation. The 
secondary spaces in the building that changed to primary spaces occurred on the first 
Figure 5.63: Hickman Hall Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.64: Hickman Hall Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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and third floors. These spaces before rehabilitation were used for recreation facilities 
such as a bowling alley and gymnasium. After rehabilitation many spaces on these floors 
were converted to service spaces such as restrooms and kitchens to accommodate the 
new use of the building. Most spaces on the second floor changed from primary to 
tertiary spaces after rehabilitation. The primary spaces before rehabilitation served as 
recreation game and billiard rooms. After rehabilitation, these spaces were converted to 
service spaces necessary for the new use of the building, thus changing the primary 
spaces to tertiary spaces. The second floor also features a primary space before 
rehabilitation that changed to a secondary space after rehabilitation. This space remains 
a central stair hall before and after rehabilitation, but what accounts for this change in 
hierarchy is the way the spaces are used before and after rehabilitation. Before 
rehabilitation, this space operated as a central space that connected all the other spaces 
on the second floor, thus requiring the occupants to use this space frequently. After 
rehabilitation the overall size of the stair hall is reduced and the new service spaces on 
this level are located adjacent to the stair hall. This suggests that the stair hall after 
rehabilitation operates more like a service space. This change in use leads to the lower 
hierarchy level after rehabilitation. From this analysis it was determined that the 
percentage of conformity for the hierarchy characteristic after rehabilitation is 50%. 
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Hickman Hall: Sequence 
The sequence analysis diagrams evaluate the spaces occupied by the different 
types of users as well as the approximate volume of users in each space. The red line 
represents the pre-rehabilitation sequence, while the blue line represents the post-
rehabilitation. The darker lines represent a higher volume of occupants, while the lighter 
lines communicate less volume. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.65: Hickman Hall Sequence Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.66: Hickman Hall Sequence Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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The analysis of the Hickman Hall sequence diagrams determined that after 
rehabilitation the sequence varied greatly from before rehabilitation. The sequence is 
retained mostly on the first floor, while the second and third floors feature many 
alterations. The first floor retains most of the sequence due to the similar configuration 
between before and after rehabilitation. The central hall is present before and after 
rehabilitation which helps to retain part of the sequence. After rehabilitation a corridor 
is created that follows the pre-rehabilitation path, therefore retaining this section of the 
sequence. The volume of occupants remains consistent on this level in the main 
circulation areas, such as the central hall and other public areas. However, after 
rehabilitation this floor features a significant increase in destination points compared to 
before rehabilitation. This increase is due to the addition of multiple office spaces after 
rehabilitation, which serve as destination points for the employees. Before 
rehabilitation the first floor only had three main destination points, the bowling alley, 
Figure 5.67: Hickman Hall Sequence Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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swimming pool, and showers, which were used by visitors. The different types and 
volume of users account for the changes between before and after rehabilitation on the 
first floor. The second floor before rehabilitation featured a central hall that connected 
the destination spaces. This suggests that before rehabilitation the hall served as a main 
channel used by visitors to reach the destination spaces. After rehabilitation, the second 
floor features largely an open floor plan. The second floor after rehabilitation is used 
mostly as a museum with a few office and service spaces. The museum is determined to 
be a destination space. However, the museum is also the space that connects the other 
spaces on the second floor. This suggests that a higher volume of users occupy the 
museum as it serves as a destination and as a circulation space. This also indicates that a 
combination of different types of users are visiting the museum space due to its 
multiple purposes. Employees use the museum space primarily as a circulation space, 
while visitors are using the museum as a destination point, and occupy the space for 
longer periods of time compared to employees. The third floor originally served as a 
gymnasium. This suggests that the third floor served as a destination for mostly visitors 
before rehabilitation. After rehabilitation the third floor consists of many subdivided 
office spaces. The office spaces serve as destination points for employees. The new use 
after rehabilitation is the reason for the sequence changes between before and after 
rehabilitation. Since the entire third floor before rehabilitation was used as a 
gymnasium the space was determined to be a destination point for visitors, while after 
rehabilitation the third floor features many destination points for employees. This 
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changes the type of users as well as number of destination spaces between before and 
after rehabilitation on the third floor. From this analysis it was determined that the 
percentage of conformity for the sequence characteristic after rehabilitation is 38%. 
 
Hickman Hall Overall Analysis 
Through the analysis of the Hickman Hall case study the overall level of change 
between “before” and “after” rehabilitation was determined to be high. The post-
rehabilitation received an 42% score of overall conformity to the pre-rehabilitation. This 
conclusion was derived from the analysis diagrams and data which are presented in the 
previous sections.  
The following chart displays how closely each spatial characteristic after 
rehabilitation conforms to the pre-rehabilitation spatial characteristics.  The three 
columns indicate high, moderate, and low levels of conformity. The percentages listed in 
the table are derived from the analysis which is detailed in the previous portions of this 
chapter section. These percentages are useful to show the precise quantitative value of 
conformity, beyond the range of conformity represented by the three column headings. 
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Hickman Hall 
Rehabilitation 
Conforms to                      
Pre-Rehabilitation                
75%-100% 
Moderately Conforms 
to Pre-Rehabilitation 
50%-74% 
Does Not Conform 
to Pre-Rehabilitation        
0%-49% 
Area Division     33% 
Axis   54%   
Circulation     34% 
Hierarchy   50%   
Sequence     38% 
Table 5.10: Hickman Hall Overall Spatial Characteristic Analysis 
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The Westendorff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Westendorff: Area Division 
The following quantitative analysis displays the number of spaces in The 
Westendorff before and after rehabilitation that fall in each area range. The areas 
before and after rehabilitation add to the same total area, but what is being analyzed 
here is the division or partitioning of space. This examines if the building is comprised of 
a few very large spaces, or many small spaces within the same building footprint. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.68: Photograph of The Westendorff 
Image Courtesy of Charleston City Paper 
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The following charts display the percentages of each area range that comprises 
the building before and after rehabilitation. The data used in the charts combines the 
total number of spaces of the first and second levels to calculate the overall percentage 
of each area range. 
Table 5.11: The Westendorff Area Division by Floor  
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78%
21%
1%
The Westendorff Area - Before Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Figure 5.69: The Westendorff Area Division Before Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The building before rehabilitation was comprised of a total of 20 spaces. Out of 
these 20 spaces 15 of them fall in the 0-500 ft2  area range, making up 75% of the 
building, while four spaces fall in the 501-1,000 ft2 area range, totaling 20%, and one 
space falls above the 1,001 ft2 area range equal to 1% of the building. These percentages 
indicate that most of the Westendorff’s total area is comprised of smaller, subdivided 
spaces before rehabilitation, and a very small percentage of the building’s area is 
80%
13%
7%
The Westendorff Area - After Rehabilitation
Range 0-500 ft2
Range 501-1000 ft2
Range 1001-10000  ft2
Figure 5.70: The Westendorff Area Division After Rehabilitation Analysis Chart 
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comprised of large spaces.  After rehabilitation the building consists of a total of 30 
different spaces. Out of these 30 spaces after rehabilitation, 24 spaces fall in the 0-500 
ft2 area range, comprising 80% of the building, four spaces fall between the 501-1,000 
ft2 area range, equal to 13% and two spaces fall above the 1,001 ft2 area range, making 
up the remaining 7% of the building’s area. These results show that after rehabilitation 
the majority of the building is still comprised of smaller spaces that fall in the 0-500 ft2 
area range. However, there is a decrease in the number of spaces in the 501-1,000 ft2 
area range and an increase in the number of spaces that fall above the 1,001 ft2 area 
range. These results were due to the alterations made during rehabilitation that used 
area from other spaces to create larger spaces for the new building requirements. This 
occurs mostly on the second and third floors where a larger event space was created 
and a new apartment features an open floor plan. From this analysis it was determined 
that the percentage of conformity for the area characteristic after rehabilitation is 48%. 
 
The Westendorff: Axis 
The axis analysis diagrams display the axes on each floor from before and after 
rehabilitation. The diagram presents the axes overlapped one another to show the 
location of the axes that were present before rehabilitation compared to the location of 
the new axes after rehabilitation. This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the 
placement and length of each axis. Shown in red are the axes from before rehabilitation, 
while the axes in blue represent those after rehabilitation. 
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Figure 5.71: The Westendorff Axis Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.72: The Westendorff Axis Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.73: The Westendorff Axis Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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The diagrams show the axes are mostly retained before and after rehabilitation. 
Before rehabilitation there are two axes on the first floor, and one axis on each of the 
second and third floors. Like before rehabilitation, after rehabilitation there is one axis 
on each of the second and third floors. However, on the first floor there is only one axis 
present after rehabilitation when there were two axes before rehabilitation. This 
difference is due to the addition of partition walls after rehabilitation which changes the 
axis. Before rehabilitation the first floor was an open floor plan without interior 
partitions. The axes that were present on the first floor before rehabilitation were 
created from the orientation of the building. After rehabilitation, the new axis on the 
first floor was created from the orientation of the interior partitions and placement of 
openings.  The axes on the second and third floors before rehabilitation are created by 
the corridor space that organizes the interior layout of the residential units on those 
levels. The axes on the second and third floors after rehabilitation follow the placement 
of the previous axes. However, the axis on the second floor after rehabilitation does not 
follow the entire length of the axes before rehabilitation. This is due to the placement of 
a new interior wall after rehabilitation that shortens the length of the axis. From this 
analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the axis characteristic 
after rehabilitation is 75%. 
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The Westendorff: Circulation 
The circulation analysis diagrams display the multiple circulation paths from 
before and after rehabilitation overlapped one another for each level of the building. 
This visual comparison allows for the analysis of the placement of each path. Shown in 
red are the paths from before rehabilitation, while the paths in blue represent those 
after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.74: The Westendorff Circulation Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.75: The Westendorff Circulation Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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The results of the analysis diagrams show that the circulation patterns show 
significant variations between before and after rehabilitation. The building experiences 
a change in circulation pattern largely due to the reconfiguration of the floorplan on 
each level before and after rehabilitation. The first floor before rehabilitation is an open 
space with an adjoining stairway. After rehabilitation this level is subdivided to create 
multiple spaces and the stairway is relocated. The second and third floor’s circulation 
pattern changes due to the relocation of the stairway as well. Before rehabilitation, the 
second and third floors were accessed from the adjacent stairway. After rehabilitation 
the stair is relocated to the other side of the building, thus redirecting the circulation 
paths. The relocation of openings after rehabilitation on the second and third floors also 
contribute to the changes in circulation pattern between before and after rehabilitation. 
From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for the 
circulation characteristic after rehabilitation is 36%.  
Figure 5.76: The Westendorff Circulation Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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The Westendorff: Hierarchy 
The hierarchy analysis diagram displays post-rehabilitation abstracted plans with 
the levels of hierarchy in each space. The spaces are ranked as primary, secondary, or 
tertiary spaces before and after rehabilitation.  The numbers in the diagrams correspond 
to the varying levels of importance. The diagrams display the hierarchy number level 
from before rehabilitation with an arrow to a new number, which represents the 
hierarchy level after rehabilitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.77: The Westendorff Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
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Figure 5.78: The Westendorff Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
Figure 5.79: The Westendorff Hierarchy Analysis Diagram - Third Floor 
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The hierarchy from before rehabilitation in the Westendorff case study mostly 
changed after rehabilitation. Out of 30 spaces after rehabilitation, 14 remained at the 
same hierarchy level from before rehabilitation. The changes in hierarchy occur in this 
case study mostly when secondary spaces are converted to tertiary spaces. The reason 
for these changes are because the previous secondary spaces changed in use from 
before and after rehabilitation. The secondary spaces in the building that changed to 
tertiary spaces were a result of converting what were once living spaces in the 
apartment units to service spaces such as restrooms and storage and mechanical rooms. 
Other changes in hierarchy between before and after rehabilitation was due to the less 
significant secondary spaces on the second floor being converted to a primary space. 
The previous secondary spaces made up the apartment unit before rehabilitation on the 
second floor. After rehabilitation the second floor is converted to a private dining room. 
This prompts the change in hierarchy level after rehabilitation. The private dining room 
is determined to be a primary space because of its function. From this analysis it was 
determined that the percentage of conformity for the hierarchy characteristic after 
rehabilitation is 45%. 
 
The Westendorff: Sequence 
The sequence analysis diagrams evaluate the spaces occupied by the different 
types of users as well as the approximate volume of users in each space. The red line 
represents the pre-rehabilitation sequence, while the blue line represents the post-
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rehabilitation. The darker lines represent a higher volume of occupants, while the lighter 
lines communicate less volume. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.80: The Westendorff Sequence Analysis Diagram - First Floor 
Figure 5.81: The Westendorff Sequence Analysis Diagram - Second Floor 
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The analysis of the Westendorff sequence diagrams determined that after 
rehabilitation the sequence varied greatly from before rehabilitation. The sequence is 
retained mostly on the third floor, while the first and second floors mostly change 
between before and after rehabilitation. The third floor retains most of the sequence 
due to the same use between before and after rehabilitation. The third floor before and 
after rehabilitation is an apartment.  This allows for the same type and volume of user 
to occupy this space before and after rehabilitation. Since the third floor is an apartment 
mostly only the residents occupy this space, thus a low volume of users before and after 
rehabilitation. The first floor partially retains the sequence from before rehabilitation. 
Before rehabilitation the first floor operates as a commercial retail space. This space is 
Figure 5.82: The Westendorff Sequence Analysis Diagram – Third Floor  
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entirely public, and is occupied frequently by visitors and employees. This determines a 
high volume of users. This is also the case after rehabilitation in the restaurant space on 
the first floor. However, the first floor after rehabilitation features a kitchen and 
stairway that are less public than the restaurant space. These spaces experience less 
volume of users. The kitchen is only occupied by employees as well. The second floor 
before rehabilitation is an apartment, which is only occupied by residents and 
experiences a low volume of users. After rehabilitation the second floor becomes a 
private dining room and kitchen. Although these spaces are semi-private they 
experience higher volumes of users than would an apartment. These spaces after 
rehabilitation also are occupied by different types of users including visitors and 
employees. From this analysis it was determined that the percentage of conformity for 
the sequence characteristic after rehabilitation is 39%. 
 
The Westendorff Overall Analysis 
Through the analysis of the Westendorff building case study the overall level of 
change between “before” and “after” rehabilitation was determined to be high. The 
post-rehabilitation received a 49% score of overall conformity to the pre-rehabilitation. 
This conclusion was derived from the analysis diagrams and data which are presented in 
the previous sections.  
The following chart displays how closely each spatial characteristic after 
rehabilitation conforms to the pre-rehabilitation spatial characteristics.  The three 
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columns indicate high, moderate, and low levels of conformity. The percentages listed in 
the table are derived from the analysis which is detailed in the previous portions of this 
chapter section. These percentages are useful to show the precise quantitative value of 
conformity, beyond the range of conformity represented by the three column headings.  
 
The Westendorff 
Rehabilitation 
Conforms to                      
Pre-Rehabilitation                
75%-100% 
Moderately Conforms 
to Pre-Rehabilitation 
50%-74% 
Does Not Conform to 
Pre-Rehabilitation        
0%-49% 
Area Division     48% 
Axis 75%     
Circulation     36% 
Hierarchy     45% 
Sequence     39% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.12: The Westendorff Overall Spatial Characteristic Analysis 
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Spatial Characteristic Analysis 
The following chart presents each case study and spatial characteristic and the 
percentage of conformity to pre-rehabilitation arrangement which was derived from the 
analysis diagrams and data. This allows a way to see which characteristics were retained 
or frequently altered throughout the case study projects. The chart also determines 
based on the percentages the overall average in which that specific characteristic is 
retained in the case study projects. This average value is then used to identify the 
characteristics degree maintained throughout the projects. The characteristic’s degree 
maintained would be ranked low if the average percentage of conformity to the pre-
rehabilitation falls under 49%. The characteristic’s degree maintained is ranked as 
moderate if the average percentage falls between 50%-74%. If the conformity 
percentage falls above 75% the degree maintained for that characteristic is high.  
 
 
 
  Brennen Building  
 Old Exchange 
Building  
Frank Evans High 
School 
Area Division 82% 70% 88% 
Axis  83% 88% 98% 
Circulation 88% 55% 83% 
Hierarchy 86% 27% 81% 
Sequence  81% 52% 90% 
        
Percentage of 
Conformity 
84% 51% 88% 
Level of Change Low Moderate Low 
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Hickman Hall  Lowman Hall The Westendorff 
Area Division 33% 74% 48% 
Axis 54% 100% 75% 
Circulation 34% 100% 36% 
Hierarchy 50% 74% 45% 
Sequence 38% 90% 39% 
       
Percentage of 
Conformity 
42% 88% 49% 
Level of Change High Low High 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Axis 
The spatial characteristic axis presented in the case study diagrams speaks to 
orientation, alignment and organization. Axis received the highest level of protection in 
the case study buildings out of all the spatial characteristics. Five out of the six case 
study buildings conform to the pre-rehabilitation axes, while one moderately conforms 
  
Overall Average Degree Maintained 
Area Division 66% Moderate 
Axis 83% High  
Circulation 66% Moderate  
Hierarchy 61% Moderate  
Sequence 65% Moderate  
Table 5.13 Overall Spatial Characteristic Analysis 
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to the pre-rehabilitation axes. The average percentage of retention of axes after 
rehabilitation was 83%. This percentage is significantly higher than the other 
characteristic retention percentages. This indicates that axis may be more difficult to 
alter in rehabilitation, or that axis is protected through the application of the Secretary 
of the Interior’s Standards. Axis may be more difficult to alter in rehabilitations due to 
its relationship to the building’s orientation. The orientation of the building would 
require significant reconfiguration and realignment to alter the axis. This is seen in the 
Hickman Hall case study. This was the case study that moderately conformed to the pre-
rehabilitation axes. The axis after rehabilitation at Hickman Hall is created by the 
continuous corridor that organizes the multiple offices on the basement and second 
level. In the original Hickman Hall configuration there was not a designated corridor that 
organized the spaces, but rather a visual and physical organization created by the 
entryway and stair hall. In the example of Lowman Hall the post-rehabilitation axis 
remained in the exact location to that prior to rehabilitation. The spaces at Lowman Hall 
were organized according to a central corridor before rehabilitation. This central 
corridor served as the axis, as it oriented the layout of the building. After rehabilitation 
the spaces continued to be organized according to this central corridor. This resulted in 
the retention of this axis through the rehabilitation process.  
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Area Division 
The spatial characteristic area division communicates the level of subdivision and 
partitioning of space that exists within a building. Area division was one of the spatial 
characteristics that was retained the most through rehabilitation in the case study 
projects. The average percentage of retention from the six case studies for area division 
was 66%. Although this percentage does not appear to be very high, it is among the 
highest percentages of retained spatial characteristics results from the case study 
projects. Out of six case studies, two buildings had area division levels that conformed 
to the pre-rehabilitation, two buildings moderately conformed, and two buildings did 
not conform to the area division before rehabilitation. The reason that many of the case 
study buildings moderately conformed or did not conform to the area division before 
rehabilitation was due to the subdivision of larger spaces to create multiple smaller 
spaces. This occurred mostly to create service spaces that either did not exist prior to 
rehabilitation, or to increase the number of service spaces that were required because 
the new building use. This is seen in The Old Exchange Building case study. Before 
rehabilitation The Old Exchange Building did not feature service spaces like restrooms, 
storage rooms or a kitchen. After rehabilitation the building was converted to house an 
exhibition space, gift shop, offices, and meeting rooms. This new building use required 
the addition of service spaces to accommodate visitors and employees.    
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Circulation 
Circulation as a spatial characteristic shows the movement through a space or an 
entire building. The circulation pattern was determined to be one of the characteristics 
most retained in the case study buildings. The average percentage of retained 
circulation in the case study projects was 66%. Seen in the analysis diagrams are many 
variations in the circulation pattern between before and after rehabilitation, however 
circulation still ranks as one of the highest retained spatial characteristics.  Out of the six 
case studies, three buildings conformed to the previous circulation pattern, one 
moderately conforms and two buildings did not conform. From the analysis diagrams 
and case study comparison it can be determined that the circulation pattern is highly 
dependent on the interior partition placement, which being a physical feature is 
generally protected by The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. 
Therefore, with significant alterations to partition placement the circulation pattern will 
also drastically change. An observation of variation in the case studies is that less 
conforming buildings did not feature designated circulation spaces, or corridors, but 
instead used other rooms as transitional spaces. Those case study buildings that did 
include corridors before rehabilitation often retained these spaces, thus protecting the 
circulation pattern. This may explain why it was more difficult to preserve the circulation 
patterns in the buildings without designated circulation spaces prior to rehabilitation. 
For example, in the Frank Evans High School case study the corridors are very defined 
and serve as primary circulation spaces throughout the building. This case study after 
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rehabilitation retains these spaces and continues to use the corridors as main circulation 
areas.  
 
Sequence 
 The spatial characteristic sequence determines the types and volume of users 
who encounter the spaces within a building and in what order. Sequence was one of the 
characteristics least retained in the case study buildings after rehabilitation. The average 
percentage of retention in the case studies was 65%.  Three buildings conformed to the 
sequence from before rehabilitation, while one building moderately conformed and two 
buildings did not conform. The sequence differed between before and after mostly as a 
result of the change in building use. The building use determines what types of users 
occupy the building, and in what spaces. The building use also influences the volume of 
users that will occupy the building and how frequently. An example to demonstrate this 
is the rehabilitation of the Brennen Building, which highly conformed to the sequence 
from before rehabilitation. The Brennen Building housed retail spaces on the first level 
and offices on the second level before rehabilitation. After rehabilitation, the building 
had two restaurants on the first level and kept offices on the second level. With the first 
level operating as public spaces before and after rehabilitation this attracted the same 
types of users. This included visitors and employees. The high volume of users in these 
spaces also remained the same before and after rehabilitation because of the similarity 
in use. The second floor after rehabilitation was mostly occupied by only employees and 
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had a low volume of users. This was the case before rehabilitation as well. A case study 
example that shows a difference in sequence is the Westendorff building. The 
Westendorff building housed a commercial retail space on the first floor and two 
apartment units on the second and third floors before rehabilitation. After rehabilitation 
the Westendorff housed a restaurant on the first and second floors and an apartment 
on the third floor. The first and third floors have similar sequence patterns as before 
rehabilitation because the function on those floors after rehabilitation attract the same 
types and volume of users. However, the second floor, which once existed as an 
apartment before rehabilitation was converted to as part of the restaurant after 
rehabilitation. Before rehabilitation the apartment was only occupied by the residents, 
and had a low volume of visitors. After rehabilitation this space is occupied by visitors 
and employees, and experiences a high volume of users frequently. 
 
Hierarchy 
 The spatial characteristic hierarchy represents the spaces of a building according 
to their level of importance. The level of importance was based on the function of the 
space, level of finish and treatment of a space, and the size and location of the space in 
relation to other spaces in the building. Hierarchy in this study defines spaces as 
primary, secondary, or tertiary. Hierarchy was the least retained out of all the spatial 
characteristics. The average percentage of retained hierarchy levels from before 
rehabilitation was 61%. Two out of the six case study buildings conformed to the 
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hierarchy system from before rehabilitation, while three buildings moderately 
conformed and one building did not conform. The analysis diagrams showed that many 
spaces changed hierarchy levels between before and after rehabilitation. This was a 
direct result of the change in building use before and after rehabilitation. For example, 
the Hickman Hall case study before rehabilitation was a recreation center that featured 
game rooms and a library. These were determined to be primary spaces due to their 
function and decorative treatment. After rehabilitation these spaces were subdivided 
and converted to office spaces which made them secondary spaces. Another example 
that was seen in many of the case study buildings was secondary spaces being 
subdivided and converted to tertiary spaces. Tertiary spaces include service spaces like 
restrooms, storage and mechanical rooms, and kitchens. The Brennen Building case 
study was an example that retained much of the same hierarchy levels between before 
and after rehabilitation. The building use before rehabilitation featured retail and office 
spaces. This led to the building being mostly comprised of secondary spaces. After 
rehabilitation the building converted the retail spaces to restaurants and the offices 
were kept the same. This allowed for the secondary spaces before rehabilitation to 
remain as secondary spaces after rehabilitation.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
CONCLUSION + RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 To assess the preservation of spatial character in rehabilitation projects, a 
comprehensive analysis of six case study buildings before and after rehabilitation was 
conducted. This analysis was enabled by the evaluation of architectural drawings, 
photographs, historic images, and correspondence between consultants and designers. 
The evaluation of the spatial character before and after rehabilitation determined 
various conclusions regarding current rehabilitation practices. The case study analysis 
determined that overall spatial character is moderately retained in rehabilitation 
projects. Most of the case study buildings after rehabilitation retained the spatial 
character from before rehabilitation. Four out of six case study projects after 
rehabilitation retained the spatial characteristics from before rehabilitation by over 
50%. It can be said that if a building after rehabilitation retains over half of the spatial 
characteristics from before rehabilitation that the project is successful in retaining the 
spatial character. If a project retains less than 50% of the spatial characteristics from 
before rehabilitation this proves that the building has shown significant alterations and 
has obscured the original or existing spatial character. None of the case study buildings 
completely failed in retaining spatial character. The case study buildings that were 
determined to have less retained spatial character than others still had results that 
showed they partially retained spatial characteristics.  Although the case studies show 
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that overall spatial character is somewhat retained during rehabilitation, the analysis 
finds that some spatial characteristics are less likely to be retained during rehabilitation.  
 
The spatial characteristics that were evaluated in this study can be divided into 
three categories. One category is comprised of characteristics that are driven by the 
physical building organization which includes the area division and axis. Another 
category includes characteristics that are driven by building use, which are circulation 
and sequence. The final category is a combination of the previous characteristic 
categories, which is driven by both building organization and use. This category includes 
the hierarchy spatial characteristic. These categories are developed from the 
relationship between the spatial characteristic and the building. It was found that the 
characteristics related to building use were retained less than those related to building 
organization. This indicates that the more physically driven characteristics were retained 
the most throughout the case studies. This may suggest that these characteristics are 
more difficult to alter or change due to their relationship to the physical building form, 
or that the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation protects these 
characteristics more than others. Interestingly, the spatial characteristic that was 
retained the least throughout the case studies was hierarchy, the characteristic that is 
driven by both building organization and use. Hierarchy is dependent on the physical 
building organization because of its relationship to the other spaces within the building 
and their size and location in comparison. Hierarchy is also dependent on building use 
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because it influences how the space is used, and for what function. This determines the 
importance of the space in respect to the other spaces within the building. With 
hierarchy being the least retained spatial characteristic suggests that both building 
organization and use play a significant role in the retention or alteration of spatial 
characteristics in rehabilitation projects. While none of the case studies retained less 
than 50% of the spatial character from before rehabilitation, many of them retained 
only between 60%-66%, which indicates that the alterations done during rehabilitation 
still have a significant impact on the spatial character.  
 
These results led to the identification of the major factors that caused change 
during the case study projects. The factors that influenced the retention or alteration of 
spatial character in the case studies were the amount of reconfiguration during 
rehabilitation, and the new building use.  The case study buildings that retained the 
most spatial character displayed the least amount of spatial reconfiguration during 
rehabilitation. Reconfiguration in this study refers to the rearrangement or 
reorganization of spaces, walls, and openings within the building during rehabilitation.  
The reconfiguration of a building during rehabilitation has the potential to cause 
significant changes which can alter or damage the spatial character. With most of the 
building configuration retained after rehabilitation, the spatial characteristics are 
naturally retained as well. This is due to the relationship between spatial character and 
the arrangement of spaces, walls, and openings.  One of the case study buildings that 
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retains most of its configuration between before and after rehabilitation is Lowman Hall. 
Lowman Hall before rehabilitation featured bedrooms located off of a centrally located 
double loaded corridor. After rehabilitation the corridor was kept completely intact and 
most of the bedrooms were converted to offices, which resulted in very little 
reconfiguration of the building.  
 
The building use after rehabilitation was another significant factor that 
influenced the retention of spatial character in the study. The building use guides 
alterations and the types of changes made during the rehabilitation process. The case 
study buildings that kept similar building uses between before and after rehabilitation 
retained the most spatial character.  For example, the Frank Evans High School before 
rehabilitation operated as a school and resource center. After rehabilitation the building 
was converted to house Spartanburg Community College. The rehabilitation utilized 
many of the existing spaces such as the classrooms, offices gymnasium, and auditorium. 
This resulted in very few alterations to the spatial character of the building.  
 
These conclusions provide insight to current rehabilitation practices and the 
effectiveness of The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and other 
guidelines and principles in place at the state or local levels which influence 
rehabilitation projects. Based on these findings and the analysis performed in this study, 
recommendations can be made that may help protect and preserve spatial character in 
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rehabilitation projects. The recommendations can be utilized before and during the 
rehabilitation process in order to identify and retain spatial characteristics.  
 
Recommendations 
One recommendation that can help protect spatial character during 
rehabilitation projects is the identification of the spatial character defining features. 
Before the rehabilitation project is underway, an evaluation could be performed to 
identify the spatial characteristics that exist before rehabilitation. The identification 
could use similar diagrams that depict the spatial characteristics using the architectural 
drawings from before rehabilitation, or this could be done similarly to how the existing 
physical conditions of the building are documented on site. This can allow planning that 
will protect the spatial character throughout the rehabilitation process. Identifying 
spatial features and thinking of them as an asset like architectural details and 
ornamentation could potentially result in a greater awareness and tendency to retain 
the spatial characteristics. 
 
Another recommendation that may help preserve spatial character in 
rehabilitation projects is choosing a compatible new building use. This idea is currently 
in place as one of the principles in the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation. However, observed from the analysis, one of the major factors that 
influenced the alterations and changes of spatial character, was the new building use 
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after rehabilitation. The case study projects followed The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation, thus implies that choosing a compatible use may not 
always be a result of following the Standards. The rehabilitation projects that retained 
most of the spatial characteristics were those that had similar building uses before and 
after rehabilitation. Choosing a compatible new building use allows for many features 
before rehabilitation to remain intact after rehabilitation. With a compatible new 
building use significant reconfiguration is unnecessary and many of the existing spaces 
can be easily converted. With most of the building’s configuration and spaces preserved 
the spatial characteristics can be preserved as well.  This is well demonstrated in the 
Lowman Hall case study. Lowman Hall before rehabilitation was a dormitory which 
featured a double loaded corridor with bedrooms on either side. After rehabilitation 
Lowman Hall houses office and administrative spaces for the South Carolina State 
University.  The bedrooms from before rehabilitation were converted to offices for the 
building’s new use, therefore, few alterations and reconfiguration were needed. This 
shows that although the building use after rehabilitation was not the exact same as 
before rehabilitation, with similar spatial needs, existing spaces can work to 
accommodate the new use.  
 
Another opportunity to protect spatial character in rehabilitation projects is by 
increasing the amount of resources and literature available that address spatial 
character. Referenced during the planning and execution of rehabilitation projects are 
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the National Park Service’s preservation briefs. The briefs include many topics that 
address specific materials, features, and finishes that provide useful information. 
However, the collection appears to be lacking topics that address spatial character and 
relationships. These resources could be used to provide guidance for the preservation of 
spatial character during rehabilitation. More awareness and specific resources that 
address spatial characteristics would be beneficial for their protection in rehabilitation 
projects. The inclusion of spatial character descriptions in National Register Nomination 
Forms would also provide useful information. Most nomination forms include detailed 
descriptions of the exterior architectural features and materials while the interior 
spaces and characteristics are briefly mentioned. If the interior was more thoroughly 
discussed in nomination forms the significance and importance of not only the materials 
and finishes would be acknowledged but the spaces and configurations would be as 
well.  
 
The final recommendation that can protect and preserve spatial character is by 
developing more specific design guidelines and standards for rehabilitation projects.  
The current Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation briefly and vaguely 
mention spatial character. The Standards refer to the defining characteristics of a 
building in Standard 1. The standard states “A property shall be used for its historic 
purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the defining 
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characteristics of the building and its site and environment.”109 However, the defining 
characteristics that the Standard refers to can be interpreted in many ways. This 
Standard could be interpreted to include defining characteristics like finishes, features, 
and materials, but may fail to include spatial characteristics. Therefore, when referring 
to defining characteristics in design guidelines or standards it is important to note 
spatial characteristics in addition to characteristics like finishes and materials. The 
analysis suggest that the Standards may be working to protect spatial characteristics like 
axis, while other characteristics like hierarchy or sequence are often altered as a result 
of rehabilitation.  
 
One example of design principles currently in place that specifically mentions 
spatial relationships and character are the Charleston, South Carolina Board of 
Architectural Review Standards. The first principle of the Charleston Standards states 
“The historic character of a property should be retained and preserved. The removal of 
distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that 
characterize a property may negatively impact the historic character and should be 
avoided.”110  The seventh principle in the Charleston Standards also mentions spatial 
                                                
109W. Brown Morton, Gary L. Hume, Kay D. Weeks, and H. Ward Jandl, “The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation and Illustrated Guidelines for Applying the Standards,” U.S. Department of 
the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, 1992, accessed September 2016, 
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/stand.htm. 
110“Policy Statement Charleston Standards,” City of Charleston Department of Planning, Preservation and 
Sustainability, accessed March 13, 2017, http://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/10859. 
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relationships by stating that “Additions or exterior alterations to historic properties 
should be sympathetic to historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that 
characterize the property.”111 These principles acknowledge that materials, features, 
spaces and spatial relationships contribute to the character of the building. This type of 
language and specificity can be used in other guidelines and standards to encourage the 
retention and preservation of all types of defining features and characteristics during 
rehabilitation projects. It is important to incorporate spatial characteristics into our 
preservation guidelines and standards because it is through both the physical features 
like materials and finishes and the spatial relationships that a building’s character is 
reflected. 
  
                                                
111“Policy Statement Charleston Standards,” City of Charleston Department of Planning, Preservation and 
Sustainability, accessed March 13, 2017, http://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/10859. 
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Appendix A 
Sample Inquiry Email for Case Study Collection 
 
 
Hello, 
I am a historic preservation student with Clemson University. I am studying 
rehabilitation projects for my graduate thesis. I am interested in the Spartanburg 
Community College Academic Center project to use as a case study, if possible I would 
appreciate seeing the drawings of the building and the work done by your firm. This 
would really benefit my research and would be very helpful to add to my thesis study. 
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Appendix B 
The Old Exchange Building Drawings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B-1: The Old Exchange Building Original Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of Liollo Architecture 
Figure B-2: The Old Exchange Building Original Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of Liollo Architecture 
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Figure B-3: The Old Exchange Building Site + Rehabilitation Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of Liollo Architecture 
Figure B-4: The Old Exchange Building Rehabilitation Plan – Second Floor 
Courtesy of Liollo Architecture 
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Appendix C 
Lowman Hall Drawings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C-1: Lowman Hall Removal Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
Figure C-2: Lowman Hall Removal Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
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Figure C-3: Lowman Hall Removal Plan - Third Floor Courtesy 
of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
Figure C-4: Lowman Hall Rehabilitation Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
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Figure C-5: Lowman Hall Rehabilitation Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
Figure C-6: Lowman Hall Rehabilitation Plan - Third Floor 
Courtesy of Watson Tate Savory Architects 
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Appendix D 
Brennen Building Drawings 
 
 
 
Figure D-1: Brennen Building Demolition Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of Studio2LR Architects 
Figure D-2: Brennen Building Demolition Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of Studio2LR Architects 
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Figure D-3: Brennen Building Rehabilitation Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of Studio2LR Architects 
Figure D-4: Brennen Building Rehabilitation Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of Studio2LR Architects 
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Appendix E 
Frank Evans High School Drawings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E-1: Frank Evans High School Demolition Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of Macmillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
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Figure E-2: Frank Evans High School Demolition Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of Macmillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
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Figure E-3: Frank Evans High School Demolition Plan - Third Floor 
Courtesy of Macmillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
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Figure E-4: Frank Evans High School Rehabilitation Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of Macmillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
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Figure E-5: Frank Evans High School Rehabilitation Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of Macmillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
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Figure E-6: Frank Evans High School Rehabilitation Plan - Third Floor 
Courtesy of Macmillan Pazdan Smith Architecture 
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Appendix F 
Hickman Hall Drawings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure F-1: Hickman Hall Original Plan -  First Floor (Basement Level) 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
F-2: Hickman Hall Original Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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Figure F-3: Hickman Hall Original Plan -Third Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
Figure F-4: Hickman Hall Rehabilitation Plan - First Floor (Basement Level) 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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Figure F-5: Hickman Hall Rehabilitation Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
Figure F-6: Hickman Hall Rehabilitation Plan - Third Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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Appendix G 
The Westendorff Drawings 
 
  
Figure G-1: The Westendorff Existing Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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Figure G-2: The Westendorff Existing Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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Figure G-3: The Westendorff Existing Plan - Third Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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Figure G-4: The Westendorff Rehabilitation Plan - First Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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Figure G-5: The Westendorff Rehabilitation Plan - Second Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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Figure G-6: The Westendorff Rehabilitation Plan - Third Floor 
Courtesy of MacRostie Historic Advisors 
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